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Editoriql: Welcoming on
Automofion Editor to [RTS'
Editoriol Boord: Joe Motthews

RTSD construes its scope of interests broadly. The division covers all
the many functions relating to resources-the collections and their
5[sv,r21ds:and technical services-those behind-the-scenes activities bv
which those resources are organized and prepared for use, along with thb
people who perform them. The five sectioni within the division furnish

year we worried about that at editorial board meetings.
At our San Francisco meeting, we took the bull by the horns and

lgree.{ to seek a special editor for automation. This editor's job is to
identify specific issues and problems in resources and technicJservices
automation that LRTS articles should address and locate researchers in-
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for automation.-Sheila S. Intner, Editor.

READERS, PLEASE NOTE: Division awards and section annual
reports will appear in the next issue of LRTS.-Ed
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Meet Koren Muller:
RTSD'S

New Execulive Direclor

We in RTSD are fortunate to be able to greet Karen Muller, our new
executive director. Karen came aboard as CEO just before Annual Con-
ference, and if you were in San Francisco, you may have had the plea-
sure of meeting her.

Asked to furnish some background information for this biographical
sketch, Karen sent "A slightly irreverent r6sum6." It epitomizes her
splendid style: a core of thorough competence and well-honed knowl-
edge encapsulated by sheer exuberance.

In the solid core, Karen Muller is a Mount Holyoke baccalaureate,
earning her degree in the field of art history. She holds two advanced
degrees: an M.B.A. in marketing and frnance from the lJniversity of
Chicago's Graduate School of Business and an A.M.L.S. from the Uni-
versity of Michigan, where she was elected to Beta Phi Mu in December
1972. During her Ann Arbor residence, Karen did preorder searching
for government documents acquisitions under the witchful eyes of Sari
Heitshu and Kathy Cunningham.

and helped set goals for client services. Before that, she headed the tech-
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nical services department at Ryerson and Burnham libraries of Chica-
go's Art Institute and cataloged at Northwestern University and the
Yale Center for British Art in New Haven, Connecticut. While at Yale,
Karen received initial subject authority file training from none other
than Bob Holley, currently chair of CCS.

In a positively radiant exterior, Karen exudes enthusiasm, imagina-
tion, and energy. It takes all of these to undertake the many endeavors
Karen has been involved with, both within AlA-working on the Con-
tinuing Education Subcommittee of RS' Collection Management & De-
ve lopmen t  Commi t t ee ,  ac t i ng  as  CCS '  rep resen ta t i ve  t o  t he
AAP/RTSD Joint Committee's Subcommittee on Library Marketing
Survey, and participating in the Technical Services Costs Committee-
and outside of it-planning a 1986 ARLIS/NA conference on authority
control and editing the proceedings, participating on the board of the
Center for New Television, and leading the Mount Holyoke Club of
Ch.icago as its current president, to mention just some of her recent ac-
tlvrtres.

Karen also is gentle and generally unperturbable, two elusive, but im-
portant, assets for any CEO.

These outstanding accomplishments are fine preparation for her cur-
rent post. I know that you join me in extending the warmest welcome to
Karen Muller and that we shall all enjoy working with her in the
future.-Ed.



The rapid growth of new technologies is
revolutionizing methods of information
transfer and the iob of the l ibrarian. Com-
puters and telecommunications capabil i-
t ies allow libraries to tap vast information
resources that nay not be physically
within their walls Publications too large
in size, too obscure, or too expensive for a
library can be located electronically
through data networks Computers for
cataloging, circulation, and serials control
have made libraries more efficient and
allowed librarians to create new methods

of information retrieval.

Leaders in the field of information
science differ in their speculations about
the l ibrary of the future and the role of
technology, but they see as fundamental
the l ibrarian's responsibil i ty to preserve
the record of human experience by acquir-
ing, organizing, preserving, and providing

access to information As an expert in the
use of new technologies, the l ibrarian is an
information specialist, with the essential
job of managing and providing access to
the immense amount of information
created in today's world

The Graduate School of Library and
Information Science (GSLIS) at the Uni-
versity of I l l inois at Urbana-Champaign is
devoted to publishing works of current
and pivotal interest to l ibrarians and
information specialists: Library Trends,
Occasional Papers and Monographs on
specialized topics, Proceedings of the
Clinic on Library Applications of Data
Processing, Prmeedings of the Allerton
Park Institute, and bibliographic guides to
the special collections of the University of
Il l inois Library. Please write for a com-
plete catalog. All orders must be prepaid;
make checks payable to the University of
Il l inois (include soc postage).

Publications Office, Dept. A
Graduate School of Library and
Information Science
249 Arnory Building
505 E. Armory Street
Champaign, lL 61,820

(:c,t I  c
\.1 J '-IL)

Proceedings of the Clinic on Library
Applications of Data Processing
('1975-1987)

The Use of Computers in Literature
Searching and Related Reference Activi-
ties in Libraries (1975).
1976/O-s7845-043-2/158 pp /c lo lh $8 00

The Economics of Library Automation
(re76r.
1977/0-87845-046-7/163 pp / r loth $8 00

Negotiating for Computer Services
(re77)
1978/0-87845-048-3/  1 I  7 pp. / t loth $9.00

Problems and Failures in Library Auto-
mation (1976).
1 97 9/  0-B 7 845-0 50- 5/  1 09 pp /  c loth $9.00

The Role of the Library in an Electronic
Society (1979).
1980/0-87845-0s3-X/200 pp / t lo lh $9 00

Public Access to Library Automation
(1980).
1 98 1 /  0-87 84s -065- 3 /  1 28 pp. / t lo lh $ 1 0 00

New Information Technologies-New
Opportunities (1981).
1982/0-87845-066-1/119 pp /c lo lh $11 00

Library Automation as a Source of Man-
agement Information (19E2).
1 98 3 / 0-8 7 845-06 8-8/ 200 pp./ cloth $1 5.00

Prof essional Competencies-Technology
and the Librarian (1983).

1 984/  0-87 845-07 0-X/  1 38 pp. /  t lo th $ 1 5.00

Telecommunications: Making Sense Out
of New Technology and New Legislation
(1984).
1985/0-87845-072-6/114 pp / r lo lh $15 00

Human Aspects of Library Automation:
Helping Staff and Patrons Cope (1985).
'1986/0-87845-073-4/ I  29 pp. /c loth $1 5 00

What is User Friendly? (1986)

l o r t hcon ing  1987 /0 -87  845 -076 -0 / c l o th
s l 5  00

Questions and Answers: Strategies for
Using the Electronic Reference Collec-
tion (19E7).

f o r t hcon ing  1  98  8 /  0 -87  845 -07  7  - 7  /  r l o t h
$ r  5 .oo
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Inleroclion:
Letters to lhe Editor

Regarding "ScientiJic Illustration in Some Boston Area Libraries" by
A. Herz ILRTS,3l(3):%9-a7l . . . the author's experiences searching
for this topic in library catalogs are indicative of the modus operandi of a
library patron, in this case, an art historian with expert knowledge of a
specific area of study. The art historian brings to the library catalog cer-
tain expectations about the meaning of subject headings and the type of
library material to which they should be assigned, and about the rela-
tionships among subject headings. In this search for scientific illustra-
tion, the art historian's expectations about subject headings, type of li-
brary material, and term relationships did not coincide with those
represented in libraries' catalogs.

To assist subject experts, the library catalog must be explicit in terms
of the type of material assigned a certain subject heading and of the rela-
tionships among subject headings. For example, a scope note for "Sci-
entific illustration" could be included in the catalog to tell users the type
of material to which the library assigns this heading, i.e., books about
scientific illustration, books of scientific illustration, or both. A record of
the cross reference structure for "Scientifrc illustration" could be in-
cluded in the catalog to tell users narrower and related headings that
they could consult in the catalog to find additional material.

The author also gives the impression that her searching experiences
are not unique to this topic or the five catalogs searched. Rather experts'
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The Yeor's Work
in Technicol Services Reseorch, 1985

Judith Hudson ond Geroldene Wolker

 
A*" sruDy of the research being carried out within a particular field
must take account of two basic considerations-are we asking the right
questions, and are we investigating them in the best way? As a research
discipline, library and information science is relatively new, and a vari-
ety of writers have pointed to the weakness of our research, its basically
descriptive nature, and its lack of scientific method.'-'

Harris claims that, although such elements contribute to "the general
malaise of research in library and information science," the basic prob-
lem is rooted in the prevailing belief in a positivist scientifrc epistemol-
ogy. He characterizes this approach as being based on the idea that li-
brary and information science is a natural science, amenable to quanti-
tative measurement and governed by general laws and theories that are
applicable in practice, requiring that its practitioners maintain a profes-
sional neutrality. Developments in the social sciences over the last
twenty years led to the belief that this positivist approach has little value
as a rneans of producing knowledge of social reality, due to an inability to
define a controlled system when the objects of study are human beings.
Researchers in library science have yet to accept the premise that these
methodological advances apply also to their field. Harris argues that
their research requires three critical methodological imperatives:

o a holistic approach based on paradigms in the social sciences;
o a recognition of the socioeconomic embeddedness of the researcher

and the impossibility of a truly value-free approach; and
o a move from the purely descriptive to a dialectical, explanatory

mode that investigates the contradictory nature of the underlying
social structures inherent in our view of a "free librarv service in a
capitalist society. "'

Judith Hudson is Head of the Cataloging Department, and Geraldene Walker is Assis-
tant Professor in the School of Information Science and Policy at State University of
New York at Albany.
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house research in particular, should serve the pragmatic ends of the li-
brary. "'Wallace's analysis of the use of statistics in library and informa-
tion science research confirms its descriptive nature. Although journal
articles in the field had a higher "impact" value (based on their fre-
quency of citation), they were less likely to make use of inferential statis-
tics than articles in thehelds of education, business, or social work.u

CATALoGING

The characteristic types of cataloging research published in 1986 in-
clude evaluations of the effects of using bibliographic utilities, the impact
of the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, 2d ed. (AACR2), and the experi-
ences of research libraries in implementing it; analyses of,cataloging rec-
ords, investigations of access points, and studies of cataloging activities.
Methodologies used to investigate these areas were familiar: surveys and
case studies, many of which were purely descriptive.

Hafter's case study of the effects of bibliographic utilities for catalog-
ing on the status of professional catalogers employed in-depth interviews
with catalogers, administrators, and other staff members at six academic
libraries. She found that increased reliance on computerized networks
contributed to the apparent "deprofessiona)ization" of cataloging by
shifting many activities to lower-level staff. Activity by national and re-

ter concludes that a new group of "master" catalogers, whose, knowl-
edge includes both cataloging and automation expertise, may be
developing. ' "

A study published late in 1985 by Agnew, Landram, and Richards
supports the idea of ideprofessionalization." A survey of the Associa-
tion of Research Libraries (ARL) was conducted to investigate the ex-
tent to which monographic backlogs exist, reasons for their growth, and
methods of storing and providing access to them. Strategies being used
to contain the growth of backlogs include placing them in public areas
with minimal-level cataloging, allowing them to circulate, and upgrad-
ing the duties and responsibilities of cataloging paraprofessionals in an

original cataloging with those done with copy to determine whether ef-
fort should be shifted from original to copy cataloging. He found little
difference in the rates of circulation and concluded that efforts to adjust
acquisitions to increase the proportion of materials requiring copy cata-
loging would have little effect on the patron's perception of the quality of
the collection."

Hudson reported the results of the survey on copy cataloging activi-
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ties., including administration, organization, and staffing of copy cata-
logingunits; activities, training, and evaluation of catalogers, auihority
work, quality control, perfo.rmance standards, and effecis of an online
system on copy cataloging."

Researchers are investigating the experience and impact of AACR2's
implementation. Hopkins and Edens gathered essays describing the im-
plementation of AACR2 at fourteen research libraries in the United

o Little or no additional staff was available to cope with implementa-
tion.

o Increasing attention was paid to authority control, increasing the
time and cost of cataloging.

o Chalges in cataloging organization and/or work flow accompanied
implementation in most libraries.

. AACR2 had a greater effect on copy cataloging than on original
cataloging.

. Most libraries emphasized cleaning up their manual catalogs, rely-
ing on future online systems to provide mechanisms for dealing
with machine-readable records.

o Implementing AACR2 provided an impetus toward more automa-
tron.

o There was little response to the implementation of AACR2 by the
general public or public services staff.

Effects of AACR2 were generally negative because of the difficulty of
integrating new and old headings, higher cataloging costs, lower pro-
ductivity during the implementation period, frustraied staff, confused
users, and a more complex catalog. On the other hand, greater emphasis
on authority control, forced reexamination of the cataloging process,
and reeducation of the library staff were all considered beiefiial."

Musavi's evaluation of aACRZ supports, in part, the findings re-
ported above. She asked catalogers and library educators to indicaie the
extent of their agreement with a series of statements about it. Both
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found that impact of AACR2 fell quite close to the projection, demon-
strating that the ea_{lier research was generalizable and an accurate pre-
dictor of change.'" ' '"

Two surveys investigated cataloging of specialized materials. Thomp-
son surveyed academic music librarians to identify the impact of the cen-
tralization of cataloging on the efficiency of service to users of music li-
braries. The author concluded that the site of music cataloging is not
important as long as the cataloging is done in a timely fashion. However,
music catalogers prefer to be located in the music library in.order to have
resources close at hand and be in close proximity to users.'" A survey of
cataloging practices for curriculum collections of academic libraries by
Wilson, Finley, and Clark found that most curriculum materials are cat-
aloged and classified either in the curriculum center or by the technical
services department. They generally receive standardized, full-level cat-
aloging, but no standard classification system has been developed for
them. Many of the libraries use a bibliographic utility, but less than one-
third contribute cataloging records for curriculum materials. The au-
thors recommend that cataloging for curriculum materials be entered
into the bibliographic utilities to promote standardization and facilitate
resource sharing."

Questionnaires were sent by Wei to East Asian libraries in North
America. I jsers of the Research Libraries Information Network's
(RLIN) Chinese-Japanese-Korean (CJK) terminals reported their use-
fulness for cataloging, reference and, in some cases, acquisitions. Most
users are satisfred with RLIN-CJK, although half believe it is too expen-
sive. More than B0 percent of nonusers plan to automate CJK cataloging
sometime in the future. The author concludes that the OCLC-CJK sys-
tem, which is still under development and expected to be less expensive
than RLIN's, will play a crucial role in decisions made by small and
medium-sized East Asian libraries, since cost is a major factor in auto-
mation of CJK cataloging.'"

Two case studies dealt specifrcally with operations of online systems.
Hudson'' reviewed the catiloging operationi at a number of institutions
that have implemented local online systems. She concluded that major
changes of the local system involve authority and quality control, catalog
maintenance, decentralization of technical services functions, and en-
hanced access to materials.

System support for bibliographic and item record creation, record ed-
iting, cataloging support, error checking, shelflisting, and labeling pro-
vided by nine integrated online systems was examined by Highsmith.
Checklists of the features of local processing systems, prepared from data
gathered by observing staff at the institutions using the systems, were
sent to vendors. The author aggregated the vendor responses and ana-
lyzedthe impact of system design on work flow. She concluded that the
design concepts inherent in the studied systems represent an interim
stage in the evolution of integrated systems and that when linked systems
and direct access to utilities become available through local systems, li-
braries will probably prefer to share cataloging through a customized lo-
cal environment.'"
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Bausser, Davis, and Gleim investigated the error detection capabili-
ties of the Triangle Research Libraries Network (TRLN) online system
by analyzing 360,000 bibliographic records. They established that
three-quarters of the errors found by the computer are unique to its envi-
ronment and cannot be found manually. Others, e.g., spelling errors
and missing entries, cannot be detected by the computer. The authors
predict that the use of routines (automatic shelflisting, authority control,
spelling error detection) will increase and that interactive links between
local systems and bibliographic utilities will facilitate error checking at
rne pornt ot ongln.

Sun;ncr AccEss

too much material because too many items were classed at a single num-
ber. The authors also confirmed the value of assigning numberi accord-
ing to the perspective or point of view of an iteml"

tents l ists matched B1 percent of the time; and almost 82 percent
matched terms in the end-of-book indexes. Many terms in bookJproved
to be too specific; nevertheless, the author concludes that termi taken
from sources within a book can serve as a useful complement to stan-
dardized subject headings. "

Machine-readable data from the nineteenth edition of the Deute2 Deci-
mal Ckssification (DDC) formed.the basis for a two-year OCLC research
project by Markey and Demeyer to test the effectiveness, use, and ac-
ceptability of classif,rcation as a searcher's tool for access, browsing, and
display in an experimental online catalog. Subsets of two parallel ver-
sions of the catalog were produced, one pioviding the traditional search
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capabilities of an online catalog (subject headings, keywords from titles
and subject headings, and class numbers) and the other including these
same search keys but enhanced with terms taken from the Dewey sched-
ules and index, plus an additional search key to show hierarchical sub-
ject relationships.

Subsets of data from four different library catalogs were loaded into
both formats for testing by patrons and staff at each of the participating
libraries. The test sites were selected to be representative of different li-
brary types and the test catalogs represented different subject fields se-
lected by the libraries. Each query was searched twice by staff members
or patrons.

The dependent variables selected for evaluation were time spent
searching, estimated recall and precision, user satisfaction, system pref-
erence, and ease of use. All items displayed were regarded as retrieved,
and relevance judgments were based on the bibliographic citation rather
than the document. As a result, recall and precision measures were not
considered reliable for the measurement of effectiveness and were used
only to help identify problems and inadequacies. There was surprisingly
little overlap between the two searches. Success rates were high in both
catalogs, and users seemed to find both systems relatively easy to use. A
detailed analysis of search failures revealed that problems were most fre-
quently caused by errors in the data itself, lack of flexibility in the match
algorithm, or poor selection of search terms.

A number of variables measured in this project were subjective (satis-
faction and system preference, for example), and the researchers ex-
pressed reservations regarding their validity. Nevertheless, the overall
conclusion that terms taken from DDC successfully supplement.key-
words provided by titles and subject headings seems to be upheld."

Other researchers have taken different approaches for the investiga-
tion of ways and means to enhance subject access. Jamieson and others
looked at three separate areas in their research:

o the extent to which keywords linked by logical operators can be
used as a substitute for a built-in cross-reference structure,

r the levels of truncation required to provide the most useful term
clustering for matching, and

o the f,relds of the MARC record that are most useful as access points.
A research file of341 records, providing a subject breakdown propor-

tional to current accessions at the lJniversity of Western Ontario, was
generated and compared with the library's name authority and LCSH
lists, including all see references except for subdivisions under place
names. The records generated 1,189 references or alternate headings

record was examined to determine whether single keywords frornthe see
references linked by Boolean AND operators occurred in any of the
frelds of the MARC record. Although about two-thirds of all the nonpre-
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The most important frnding of this study is the usefulness of different
types ofsee references provided via LC auihority files. The researchers
conclude (like Markey and Demeyer) that, despite its power, keyword
searching cannot compensate for a la'ck of crosslreference structure."

within a cluster.
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tionat Bibtiograpfut. BothLCSH and PRECIS were stronger in the provi-

sion of relied t6r-r falling outside the specific subject, though this also

made them more f ragmented.  Permutat ions of  subject- terms in

PRECIS, giving a conGxt for a term, proved precise once the correct

heading was identifred.
Mici=o concludes that there are inconsistencies, weaknesses, and ma-

USER INrrnrecr

lected information on user preferences.
Croucher found that, altfiough color preferences varied widely, high-

lighting with any color aids peiformanie. Light colors on a dark back-
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ground and strong contrast between two colors seemed most effective.
Information was easier to digest if centered and well spaced, and users
preferredsingle-screens to scrolling. Although the position of a sought
item in a list did not affect the timi neededio locaie it. the amount-of
information presented and the speed at which it was displayed did affect
performance: packed screens wire harder to read, rrrd.rr.r, preferred
information piesented character by character, not a whole ,.i".n u. u
time. Overall, users liked to feel that they could control the svstem.2e

crawford also investigated the display'of bibliographic recLrds, con-
centrating on amount of information needed, amount bf data per screen,
and types of displays. using part of the RLIN file containingiecords for
ail types ol matenals, a computer program generated screen images in a
y3:r.ty of.formats. Statistical summarieJshowed the perceniage of
different-sized records that f,rt onto various numbers of scieens and-how
density (i.e- percentage of screen space used) affected the total number
of screens. He found that 90 pe.cent of records used a single screen if
entries were restricted to basic bibliographic data. Comple"te card-like
displays with brief holdings information iould frt on one r.te.n in most
cases, but labeled displays required two or more screens. Crawford con-
cluded that three different levels of display-brief, medium and full-
are needed for public access, along wiih a full MARC record for staff
use. Like croucher, he found that surrounding space makes an item eas-
ier to read and that it is helpful for an item to appear in context.'o

AcQUrsrTroNs
Barker compared the performance of approval-plan and special-

purpose vendors with that of vendors usually uied for filling frrm orders.
Performance on diffrcult and rush orders was arso monitoied. vendors
were evaluated on their speed and efficiency in a relatively effective
manner."

_ A case study of the performance of American and foreign dealers of
French-language materials was conducted by coscarelli aid chalaron
through telephone interviews and analysir oi d.ul.r performance. The
authors also assessed the effects ofthe Fiench governrnent's ban ofcover
prices during 1979-80. No significant differeice was found between the
dealers, except that one had lower prices than the rest; the small sample
size makes generalization inadvisa6te. ny examining prepublication in-
nouncements and bibliographic sources, the authori ioncluded that the
cover price ban was ineffective in discouraging excessive price discount-
ing by large European discount chains." 

-

^ 9":-l ibrary's experience with approval plans provided data for
schmidt to compare publisher-based with subjict-based approval plans.

Pg+.lli. publishers' catalogs were comparel with holdings, and each
held title was checked to see whether it-had been acquiri'through a
subject-based plan or by firm order. Although many of th. titles li-sted

Lnt portion had been acquired as a
;h return rates for subject-based ap-
.s a result of the study, the author
s for domestic imprints are satisfac-
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AnurNrstnerroN
Methods of determining the time and cost of each step in the retro-

spective conversion of monographic cataloging records were reported by
Valentine and McDonald. The authors concluded that costs can be con-
tained by selecting a resource file that maximizes the number of hits,
streamlining the conversion process, selecting a cost-effective conver-
sion method, and reducing the content of the records. The authors rec-
ommend that frelds be selected for inclusion on the basis of retrieval

lection, the duplication of titles, and the condition of the bindings. A
brief description of each sample volume was combined with a photocopy
of the shelflist and searched against the frles of the receivinglibrary' Esti-

tributed to all staff when the decision was made to automate cataloging
and circulation. Two librarywide committees were set up as a result. A
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CONcLUSIoN

The majority of papers selected for inclusion here were either descrip-
tive studies (surveys using questionnaires or interviews) or case studi-es
of one or more libraries. Most focused on the clarification of what is
known or hou something is done, rather than on wh1t, although a few
were also developmental in using historical precedents to prediCt the fu-
ture. Some studies were truly experimental,ipecifically thbse that inves-
tigated new types ofsubject access and those that assessed user reactions
to different presdntations of bibliographic information in an online envi-

RrrunnNcns

B. Ruth Hafter, "Born Again c-ataloging in the online Networks," college td Research
L,ibr2ries !7,169-61 0"T 19B6); also pub:\shedin Energiesfor Transition:"proceedings oJ
the Fourth National ConJnence oJ the Association of College ind Research Libraries, Z.d.l,
D1l"l1 Nitecki (Chicago: Assn. of College and Lesearch Libraries, 1986),
p.30-33.

9. Grace Agnew, Christina L?_"d."T, andJane Richards, , ,Monographic Arrearages
in Research Libraries," Library Resourcei {d rechnical seraices 291345-56 (oct./Dic.
19Bs).
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16. Annie F. Thompson, "Music Cataloging in Academic Libraries and the Case for
Physical Decentralization," Journal of Acadzmic Librarianship 12:79-83_(May 1986).

17. Carole F. Wilson, Mary M. Finley, ind Alice S. Clark, "Cataloging Practices and
Resource Sharing of Curriculum Collections in Academic LTbtaries," Journal of Li-
bra r2 Adm inistratio n 6 :B 1 -BB (Winter 1 98 5/86).

18. Karen T. Wei, "Current and Future Trends of East Asian Library Automation in
North Americ a," Informatipn Technologlt and Libraries 5: 140-46 (June 1986).

19. Judith Hudson, "Citaloging for the Local Online System," Information Technologt

OPAC Subject Searchers," Technical Seraices QuarterQ 4:3-10 (Fall 1986)'
23. Virgil Diodlto, "Tables of Contents and Book Indexes: How Will They M^atch

Realders' Descriptions of Books?" Library Resources E Technical Seraices 3O:402-12
(Oct./Dec. 1986).

24. karen Markey and Ann N. Demeyer, Deuey Decimal ClassiJication Online Project: -
Eualuation of a Library Schedule and Index Integrated into the Subject Searchtt g Capabilitiu.of
an Online eatalog: Finat Report to the Council for Librarlt Resources (Dublin, Ohio:
ocLC, 1986).

25. AlexisJ. Jamieson, Elizabeth Dolan, and Luc Declerck, "Keyword Slarching vs.
Autho;itt Control in an Online Catalog," Journal of Academic Librarianship
12:277-83 (Nov. 1986).
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and Book IJse," College €d Research Libraies 47 :460-69 (Sept. 1986).

27. H. Mary Micco, "A Oomparison of Subject Access Systems in Medicile: LCSH'
MeSH,'PRECIS," Proceedings 49th ASIS Annwl Meeting, Y.22, Las Vegas, Oct.
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28. Manoranjan-Mahapatra and Subal Chandra Biswas, "Interdependence of
PRECIS Role Operators: A Quantitative Analysis of their Associations," Journal oJ
the Amzrican Society for InJormation Science 37 :20-25 (Jan. 1 986)'

29. Charles Croucher, "Problems of Subject Access: (ii) User Studies and lnterface De-
sign," Program 20:21 I-24 (Apr. 1986).
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Collection Monogemenl, 1985

Williom A. Worlmon

M" ovERALL TMpRESSToN of the 251 books and articles about collection
management published this year is that little new was said, but this judg-
ment is not intended to be negative. The quality of writing and thinking
is high; the interest and sincerity of the writers is evident; the importance
of what has been said is undeniable. There are, however, definite em-
phases and concerns setting this year's publications apart from those of
prevlous years.

ownership. Cooperation, in particular possibilities for coordinated col-
lection development, is another major issue. Selection, that key element
in almost all collection management activities, elicited two of the finest

Gnwnner, Ovnnvrnw
The second edition of theALA World Enqtclopedia of Librar2 and Informa-

William A. \Ay'ortman is Humanities Librarian at King Library, Miami University, Ox-
ford, Ohio.
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tion Seruices carries a new article on collection development (167). Al-
though it is a good survey of traditional and persisting activities and con-
cerns, it is weak on current developments and problems; possibly the
perspective is more that of the college library than the public or univer-
sity library. Miller's definition of collection development, wide though it
is, omits any reference to the problem of the sheer mass of published
matter or to the issues involved in electronic publishing, access versus
ownership, changing interests and needs of users in public and academic
libraries, cooperation, and preservation. Nevertheless it is a good start-
ing point for novices, provided that they (and the old hands) also read
the survey inthe ALA Yearbook of the year's events in collection manage-
ment (160). It is here that the year's range of cooperative activities, new
technologies, debates, discussions, conferences, and workshops is re-
viewed.

Marcia Pankake wrote the LRTS resources review article covering
1984 and 1985 (186); other related review articles were on serials (54,
150) and on acquisitions (204). David Kohl compiled two potentially
useful bibliographies, or handbooks, one on Acquisitions, Collection Deael-
opmznt and Collection Use (136) and the other on Circulation, Interlibrar2
Loan, Patron Use, and Collection Maintenance (137). He identifies articles
reporting research and then summarizes the nature and results of each,
producing a kind of handbook to which one could turn for a quick sum-
mary.

Two writers tried to apply insights from other fields to collection man-
agement, interestingly but not convincingly. Anthony Ferguson argued
for the relevance of the structural-functional management model (90);
although this allows one to identify certain collection management func-
tions and then try to develop organizational structures to handle them, it
leaves, as presented, some aspects of the subject unanalyzed. Stanley
Verhoeven applies the "expectation of life" formula from demographic
analysis to weeding decisions (233). Articles by Briscoe (26), Hendrick
(119), and Holley (123) about academic l ibraries in general had good
material on collection management.

Ostensibly seeking to develop "standards for preservation selection"
(11, p.344), Atkinson helps the individual selector in any situation-
from evaluation of the existing collection to selection of new (or replace-
ment) items and of items for weeding, repair, or preservation. In "The
Language of Levels," Atkinson argues that "the primary objective of
the collection development policy . . . is to unify or focus expression
concerning the current state and future direction of the collection" (10,
p. 1 4 1 ) , and he discusses ways in which the collection development policy
is a communication agent that should enable selectors to understand in
detail the individual collections with which they are dealing. The burden
is primarily on the selector, but it is no less on each of us responsible for
collection management: "If we intend, therefore, to improve our under-
standing of the use and potential of collection policy, it is essential that
we devote more attention to unravelling the complex and subtle network
of relationships that constitute the policy as a system of communication"
( 1 0 ,  p . 1 4 8 ) .
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MATERIALS

ers, aided by effective library services, have ways of preventing over-
load. Will libraries burst at the seams? Molyneux (173) looked at the
growth of collections in ARL libraries since 1962-63 and concluded
that, contrary to received opinion, growth of these libraries has not been
exponential.

various elements that publishers must consider in pricing their output
(Bs).

Among the major forms of materials, serials were most discussed dur-
ing the year. Linkins (150) reviewed the 1984-85 literature on serials,
and Clack (54) reviewed nine major publications of the 1980s. Martha
Bailey's description (13) of a conversion project has an especially rich
discussion of the complexities of managing serials. All three reiterate,
effectively, the case for a separate serials unit within a library's collection
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microfilm serials by the emerging media will be through gradual evolu-
tion" (83, p.B4). Interdependent problems of cost, standardization,
production, editing, l ibrary users, and changing technology all make it
unlikely that there will be a sudden, widespread change to electronic sc-
rials. Whether this is a comforting prognosis is a matter for e ach of us tr.r
judge.

on the basis of a study of actual and potential technology ald costs, to
stay with microfi lm,'the preferred medium' or even with archival-

as a place to which information can be brought in new ways, such as
telefacsimile (%\ and digitalizarton (158).

The matter for debate is how to pay for access technology. Poole and
St. Clair (191) argue for "funding online services from the materials
budget, " while Dowd, Pankake, and Whaley (76) reply, " Never!" The
value of this debate is the analysis of the issue.

KTNOS OF USERS. KINDS OF LIBRARTES

Little was written about how people use library collections ' Budd (31 ,
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scribed the "user typology" devised at the Phoenix Public Library that
illustrates the browser or reader, the researcher, and the independent
learner, each "characterized by a progressively deeper involvement
with . . . resources of the collection'' (240 , p.+7) . Helpful as this typol-
ogy is in thinking about the kinds of collections to develop, it doesn't do
full justice to the complexity of user needs, nor, of course, does it de-
scribe users in other types of libraries.

The ARL Task Force on Scholarly Communication produced a brief
but rich document (50), whose central point was that while new technol-
ogies required "more specialized and technologically competent staff, "
as well as capital for equipment and software, the traditional collection
needs remain. Journals will continue to multiply, as will all forms of
scholarship in general-the numbers of both publications and manu-
scripts have increased. The forms of scholarship have diversified and
now include a range of unpublished material such as raw data, archives,
and electronic information; even the "definition of 'published' is be-
coming unclear" (50, p.5). The task force warned, "The challenge fac-
ing these libraries is how to respond to the present demands of scholars
for information in traditional formats while they attempt to position
themselves to participate effectively in future systems of scholarly com-
munication" (50, p.6). Already there are complaints about the abilities
of some libraries to serve their scholarly users (128). Most writers, how-
ever, urged libraries to be flexible, hospitable with user-friendly technol-
ogy,  and open (59,  163,16+).

Two collections of articles on public libraries (210) and school library
media centers (243) were very.welcome, as many of the recent develop-
ments in cooperation, evaluation, information technologies, and wider
and freer access must be applicable in these kinds of libraries.

Brenda White's book (243) provides information and opinion on a
number of important issues. Loertscher ( 1 53 , 1 54) discusses a " collec-
tion mapping technique" that effectively describes and quantitatively
evaluates the subject balance of a collection and its relationship to curric-
ulum (see also 155). Jaffe (130) takes a favorable look at several com-
bined school and public libraries in which collection appropriateness,
use, size, and accessiblity have been enhanced by this kind ofcoopera-
tion. Palmer, Domville, and Shelly (184) describe a successful coopera-
tive arrangement among public and school libraries in Pittsburgh's
northern suburbs that includes assigned subject responsibility and some
coordination of selection and weeding. Smith (213) reviews the tradi-
tional purposes of school collections-to serve curriculum, professional,
and recreational reading needs-and speculates on the effects of recent
school-reform moves on collections; she also discusses the effects of sev-
eral developments in publishing and in the society, e.g., inflation, wid-
ening range of published topics, censorship, continuing problems with
quality of materials in some fields, and new information technologies.
Deloach and Delong (68) provide a bibliography of articles from the
1980s on collection development in schools. The emphasis in most of
these is on selection and evaluation based on use of the collection and
user need at the local level rather than on reviews, prizes, or awards.
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Cooperation between school and academic libraries is discussed by Le-
Clerq (14+), though not in White's compilation. Serebnick collected pa-.

their audience.

EvALUATToN AND Cooprnlrrox

Librarians have always sought means of evaluating the quality of their
collections, thinking of quality as some intrinsic value in the content of
the books and periodicals in these collections. In 1985 a Library Trends
issue edited by Futas and Intner (99) was devoted to collection evalua-
tion. The concern with evaluation this year has been largely in reports of
continuing attempts to seek assurance that our cumulative collections
are in fact varied and comprehensive, not merely massive duplicating of
a relatively few items. Development in the 1980s of the RLG Conspectus
and the National Collections Inventory Project (NCIP) sought primar-
ily to guarantee that ARL libraries did in fact have the "collective capac-
ity to support the nation's research needs," according to David Stam
(218, p.4). His succinct history of collaborative collection development
mentions earlier efforts that failed, describes the RLG Conspectus and
NCIP, and discusses frankly several of the problems still unsolved. Be-
sides use in wide-scale collection evaluation, the Conspectus was used in
micro evaluation. Lincoln and West (147) used it to evaluate the Sibe-
riana collection at the lJniversity of Alaska, and problems with its use
are being overcome. Ross Atkinson's articles (10, 11) help individual
selectors deal with the "language of the levels, " and Hall's Collection As-
sessment Manual (113) and Reed-Scott's Manual (196), although ostensi-
bly about NCIP, apply to librarywide projects.

Luquire (157) collected nine descriptions of current, successful, and
yet different cooperative efforts. Mosher (176) writes about links be-
tween the RLG Conspectus and NCIP, while Farrell (87) describes use
of NCIP in Indiana that demonstrates its value as an evaluation tool.
Use of the Conspectus in the Northwest is described by Haley and
Ferguson (112) and, in Alaska, by Stephens (222). Buzzard (a0) de-
scribes the shared purchasing program in the University of California
system, Hewitt (120) the thirty-year-old cooperative collection develop-
ment  arrangement between Duke and the IJn ivers i ty  of  North
Carolina-Rutledge also describes this (200). Krueger (141) describes
multitype cooperation in Illinois, which is successful in part because its
LCS system provides excellent bibliographic control and in part because
it allows local autonomy in selection. Deal (66) gives further information
about the model criterion for this effort. Other successful programs con-
tinue in Colorado (201), New York (180), and the Five College group in
Massachusetts (25).
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These descriptions also suggest how and why the current efforts will
succeed where earlier ones failed; as Sohn puts it, they allow individual
libraries to maintain the independence of selection while knowing in
considerable detail what other libraries are selecting (21+, p.7). The em-
phasis, thus, is on coordination rather than coercion, the Conspectus
and NCIP providing the means.

Not everyone is enthusiastic about cooperative collection develop-
ment. Ballard has written against it on several occasions, most recently
in The Failure of Resource Sharing in Public Libraries (17). His point is that no
matter what librarians see as the value of so-called larger units of service,
"the public has stubbornly insisted . . on convenient access to books"
(17, p.3). A book in the hand is worth two somewhere else in the net-
work. Other librarians recognize that access is an unsolved problem.
That cooperative arrangements do not save money is also widely recog-
nized: we cooperate no.t for the savings but in order to extend our collec-
tions, to open up our libraries.

SELEcrroN, AcqursruoNs, ALLocATroNs
A major topic in previous years, collection development policies re-

ceived virtually no attention in 1986. The Center for Research Libraries
published its Collection and Seraices Policlt Manual, which "represents the
first time that all of CRL's policies related to collection development
have been brought together' ' (49 , p .2). Pasterczyk ( 188) described ways
academic librarians learn about curriculum changes, showing that in-
formal personal contacts with faculty are the most effective. Aguilar (2)
analyzed circulation and interlibrary loan data to arrive at an under-
standing of potential demand for materials; his approach could be useful
if we find complementary ways to track program changes ald.obsoles-
cence in programs, subjects, and materials. Furnham (98) argues
against using book reviews in selection and urges that reviews in schol-
arlyjournals undergo peer review before acceptance.

Schmidt found that there "appears to be emerging agreement upon
the defrnition of acquisitions and upon the types of things that need to be
taught and digested" (20+, p. 339). She also has a useful discussion of the
virtues ofpublisher-based, as opposed to subject-based, approval plans,
believing that the former more successfully free selectors from the mun-
dane aspects of their work, at least in larger libraries (205).

A signifrcant factor in selection decisions is the amount of money
available. Genaway (104-106) takes a new look at the matter of alloca-
tion formulas and describes two of his own. The percentage-based allo-
cation (105) divides the materials budget in academic libraries according
to the percentages of an institution's budget spent on various academic
departments. This is strictly an internally-controlled formula that ig-
nores the costs of materials; it would work best, he feels, in two- and
four-year colleges. Larger libraries require a more flexible formula:
Genaway describes the Qformula (106), and Mulliner (177) reports on a
similar one in operation at Ohio IJniversity. Replies to Genaway's arti-
cles by SusanJacobson (129) and Wall (235) show that the he has not
convinced everyone. The discussion and replies do, however, deal
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clearly with two major considerations in devising allocation formulas:
first, recognition and due consideration for the many internal and exter-
nal details that must be factored in, and, second, the problem of frnding
a rational and convincing mathematical way to link these details into a
formula that apportions the right amount of money for each subject.

ACCESS, WEEDING, PRESERVATION

Access, in the sense of ready availability of physical materials, must be
a central concern in collection management. Two programs for docu-
ment delivery were described (16, 67). Circulation practices and policies
affect availability; the potential of automated circulation systems for
permitting sophisticated variations in loan periods to improve access has
not been fully realized. DuBois (77) surveyed a number of librarians
about their circulation policies, especially in regard to lock-out features,
and found that, along with considerable consistency among them, there
was support for lowering the lock-out threshold. As a step toward creat-
ing practical and effective circulation policy models, Coady (55, 56)
compared the rates of return for borrowed materials among different
classes ofusers (students, faculty); different loan periods; and different
subjects. McGrath (165) studied circulation data for its relevance to the
question of decentralized academic collections. On a different aspect of
access, Zeidberg (2 5 I ) reported on the AC RL draft of guidelines re gard-
ing theft in libraries.

Weeding is both a practical matter and one of principle. Room for
new materials is found by discarding or storing old materials, but the
intellectual quality of our collections is also maintained by removing ma-
terials that are no longer worthy, or so some would argue. More imme-
diately practical is the article by Lucker, Herzog, and Owens about
weeding at MIT (156). There are three factors involved: space, intellec-
tual relevance, and long-term value. MIT is a zero-growth institution;
much of the collection covers subjects in which change is constant (and in
which older information can be not just out-of-date but "wrong"); y.t
historical concerns are strong, and educational concerns are important.
Weeding includes storage, conversion of print to microfilm, and discard
as well as careful selection and a willingness to discard purchased materi-
als prior to cataloging if examination shows an item is outside scope.
This is an excellent analysis of a weeding program: succinct, thorough,
clear, and thoughtful. Other articles in the same issue of Scernce I Tech-
nolog Libraries take up other aspects of weeding, especially serials (71,
125, 207 , 220). Elsewhere Line (149) cautions once again against two-
easy reliance on citation analysis of obsolescence in making weeding de-
clslons.

The last major issue covered here is preservation. As mentioned
above, Lynch and Brownrigg (158) propose greater use of digitalization
technology, but Calmes (43) reports that the National Archives reaf-
firmed the value of microfilm and archival-quality paper. Two major
cooperative microfilming projects are underway, and McClung (162)
reports on the cost study done for one of them. This is relevant for two
reasons: collection managers need to determine preservation costs to
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make realistic allocations; preservationists need to know the costs in or-
der to find ways to reduce them. A "Worksheet for Estimating Project
Costs" is provided.

The key work is Ross At\-ins.on's-proposal for a national, cooperative,
preservation program for frlming that class of materials that will not be
dealt with locally by individual libraries (11). His proposal is based on a
"materialistic approach" in which the decision about what to preserve is
based on materials rather than subjects. He argues that there are three
classes of library materials, those that have great monetary value (class
1), those that are heavily used (class 2), and those that are of little mone-
tary value and are no longer used (class 3). The first two will be pre-
served (or replaced) by individual libraries as part of their own prudent
management practice. The last class, however, will be lost unless li-
braries work together to save it. Financial limitations and priorities will
cause individual libraries to put their resources into class I and 2 materi-
als. Child (53) offers further refinements and elaboration of these ideas
as well as comments on practical matters of operation. As for the value of
these apparently neglected class 3 materials, Atkinson makes a compel-
l ing case.

CoNcr,usron
An appropriate conclusion is a reference to Swan's article, which re-

confrrms "our basic professional commitment to the flow of all kinds of
'information' without regard to its truth or falsehood" (223, p.44). We
must accept the legitimate presence of truth, half-truth, untruth, and
falsehood in our libraries and recognize that by providing access to the
unpopular, false, or untruthful information as well as to the truthful, we
are demonstrating our commitment to seeking truth. While we resist
censorship, we must also be alert to our own practices that result in nar-
rower collections. Overlooking important materials, relying solely on
mainstream publishers, buying only that which is most loudly or fre-
quently demanded, avoiding the controversial-these are problems that
o.nly the individual selector can prevent. Our work to establish coopera-
tive programs, expand and adapt technologies, and improve education
enhances the work of individual selectors by improving their access to
bibliographic information. Their access improves others' access: "ft is
this simple fact that we are committed to the truth that makes it utterly
necessary that we formulate our mission as librarians not in terms of
truth but in terms of access" (223, p.52).
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The Yeor's Work
in Seriqls, t985

Tony Stonkus

rr
Inrs ovenvrew is based on personal examination of 102 items in the

American professional journal literature. Most appeared in 1986, al-
though some 1985 items actually distributed in 1986 are included. Many
itemJbridge several topics, but each is discussed in terms of a single topi-
cal group for reasons ofspace.

AutovretroN oF Snnrer,s PRocESSING

The computerization of serials control continues as the dominant
theme in the literature, commanding a full issue of the Serials Librarinn,
guest-edited by Griffin (44). Most papers still stress the preparatory
phase of allocating money and personnel, but there are more papers on
functioning systems.

Zajanc (101) set out the principal planning concerns as the need to
gathdr insighti into what the manual- systems did as well as to project
i'hat a.r auiomated system might do better or additionally. She favored
more generalized screens for executing many tasks with the same jour-

nal reiord, screens that were easy for the patron to understand, and
prompters in the check-in area that might predict which volume or issue
would be coming next. Farrington's approach (33) mentioned many of

the same points but had a stronger focus: clean up messy records now;
make usebf number tags or othei tracings leading to more standardized
records from LC, OCLC, or RLIN.

Heitshu and Quinn (48) describe a serials conversion projg-ct, done in
cooperation wittr Michigan State and Wayne State, that offered three
insights into the involvement of personnel. First, older workers are not
necJssarily more resistant to woiking in the new mode-attitude prob-
lems were'found to be highly individualistic and not age-dependent. Sec-
ond, any training offered by vendors or networks should be used' Third,
a good project ii not unlike a successful boot camp, where staff who
"{raduiten go on to promote successful automation projects at their
new jobs.

McKinley (61), in the first of two articles describing developments at
two California schools, however, counsels project managers to be sensi-

Tony Stankus is Science Librarianat College of the Holy Cross, Worcester, Massachu-

set ts.
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tive to the clerical worker who has maintained the frle in perfect order,
even if by some peculiar rules that automation will now render obsolete.

from_the gl?Tple_of UCLA's law school. She found that a rurnkey sys-
tem, INNOVACQ, gave her many of the same benefits as well as a sur-
prisingly faster conversion time.
.. Not all reports dealt with all system phases or functions. Bostic (12)

did a comparative study of automated claiming features in a number of
vended systems. While all systems mentioned received favorable com-
-..1t, she was particularly impressed with NOTIS. Sabosik (S0) de-
scribes the efforts of the Serials Industry Systems Advisory committee
(SISAC) to develop and promote the use oimachine-readable numeric
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Apart from this particular controversy, OCLC's new system is an im-
portant lesson in trends. With very large computers, amassed expertise,
and usefulness as a clearinghouse, centralized network systems still
make sense as a source for downloading high-quality records at the be-
ginning of a local automation project. They can also be a continuing
source for high-quality records of newly added titles and location data
for ILL. But day-to-day functions of check-in, claiming, routing, bind-
ing, etc., are more appropriately and less expensively handled by com-
patible microcomputers at the local level. In one of the few papers to deal
with costs, Riddick (77) anilyzes the variables in switching to local sys-
tems. For those without the time to read all these papers, Maruyama's
critical overview (63) of serials automation's advances to date, including
negative or only dubiously improved situations, is recommended. A
shorter note, done with the wit for which Paul (71) has become famous,
reviews the field more casually and says seaeral nice things about automa-
tron.

Serials librarians who wish to review the literature of the last several
years will be greatly helped by the bibliographies of Buckholz (16) and
the team of Fleischmann and Houghton (37). The reading of the latter,
more extensive work is lightened by clever annotations that get to the
gist of the item.

Cerer,ocruc SERIALS

Clearly, the dominant concern of serials catalogers in 1986 was the
handling of title changes or variations in other significant descriptive
components. Many papers had a strong historical flavor, and a few took
clear-cut stances on proper current procedure.

Serials catalogers owe a good deal oftheirjob security to title changes,
as Cummins (26) notes humorously. Khosh-Khd (5a) calculates that54
percent of the journals he studied underwent significant descriptive
change within ten years of their founding, and 20 percent of the sub-
group with changes had four or more! Arcand (5) notes that the library's
clientele deserves the effort that catalogers make to keep up.

Three historical accounts view the rise of current procedures. The
team of Cole and Madison (22) see the role of sponsoring or endorsing
organizations as important, mentioning IFLA and the ISBD, ALA and
AACR2, CLR and CONSER, OCLC and CONSER, and finally the
CONSER backers and LC. Mclver (60) focuses more narrowly on the
changes in the two versions of AACR to date, and suggests that, in part,
automation made the more widespread adoption of version 2 palatable
despite its unpopular successive cataloging requirement. She wonders
how long it will be before a new category of discontent arises that will
encourage an AACR3. Sadowski (81) sees the last decade as a series of
contests with distinct winners. Title main entry beat corporate author-
ship. Place of publication won out over corporate author as principal
modifier. Fully spelled out titles were preferred over initialisms' Micro-
forms lost out as unique documents but got the consolation prize of a
special format note.

Whatever the perspective, few authors like successive entry catalog-
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on alternatives. Cole (23) opted for
bliographic. history wiih fhe^earliest',ajanc 

(102) countered with the em-
nfusion during journal check-in and
; that computer-assisted recataloging

UNIoN LIsTs AND NETwoRK cooPEBATIoN

,., 
Bloss and.Kelley provide similar perspectives on cooperation between

lrbra'es and success in union listing. Kelley (53) emphisizes the general
theme that networks tend to p.o.iot. three types tf i-p.o'*r.dserials
control and see,s pressures for-uniform description and holdings srate-
ments as part of a drive for control of cataloging quality. The crJation of
union lists of serials is the ultimate
tion. Her work suggests that the I
themselves to measure up to their p
quality but also control bf serials ]
Bloss (9, 10) suggest that there is a
ments in various components of seria
union l ists. As descriptive cataloqine
to assemble entries for the ru'''J3o,irnar in one place in the union list.
serials catalogers, seeing this us6 of their work, continue the quest for
more agreement.

, T*9 articles report on current activities. Hoffman (49) describes a
drive to build a union list for the estimated 10,000 n.*rp.p.r. issued
frgp 

fenlsylvania.presses over the centuries. while so-i io.k began
with the sizable collections in libraries that initiated the project, a sur-

lue to some remote locations. Cata-
rwith them, as cooperating local li-
: rs  for  descr ipt ion and hold ings
report on the Alabama Health Li-
opaign for a union list begun with a

tgf,y.y of ninety libraries that led to twenty-six responser J.rd .l.rr.r,
yvllmqplticipants (B). Seeking a vendor, they found a regional partner
in the Uriversity of South carolina. while rhe union list pioject remains
vulnerable through its d.ependence on volunteer staff, its biggest threat
may be rncreased enrollment by Alabama libraries involvJJ in larger
network schemes.

, 
A. paper by Sapp (82) and a third paper by Bloss (11) call attention to

tne lmportance ot holdrngs_ statements in cataloging and for union list-
ing. sapp's work stresseJthe American experiei.&ith an interesting

J consensus on the usefulness of the MARC formal
loss' report we learn that a surpris-
s, committees, and standardization
While there is still some allowance
ldings statements will extend from
'to the last. When libraries do not
:y can offer a single-digit ,,precision

te journal holding rated 1 to a virtu-
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ally complete one rated 5. The same title held in different formats may

have a single entry with separate strings of holdings information for each

medium.

SNNTET,S SUNSCNTPTIONS IN LIBRARIES

thereof.
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DIFFERENTTAL PRICING
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cave in.

be served better.

Snnrer.s Wonr Asnoeo
Serialists abroad enriched our understanding of operations in their in-

1983-84, the Canada Institute for Scientific and Technical Information
was the largest ILL provider among all North American ARL libraries.
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Sun;ncr Colr,rcrroNs

Snnrer_s Srnvrcn ro pATRoNs
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will outdate the print journal, may in fact stimulate the use of traditional
journals through the more timely production of better frndin-g guides.
"Hard-copy 

indlxes, abstracts, and online bibliographic databases im-

prove il ifte time. Coverage of current journals expands annually in

host services, and retrospeCtive addition of back years to computerized

files continues. Librarians will have much to say in coming years about

the optimum mix of print and electronic services through their budget-
ing c'hoices, based-bornog hopes-on what they see as their relative

usefulness to patrons.
Subject u.i.rr may be improved when subject reference librarians

have s6me sav about whether hardbound continuations or special issues

of journals should be treated as books or journals. While.the focus of a

paier by Ferrall and Pinckard (36) is on the degree to which contents are

inalyze'd in the catalog, they'diicuss other issues, such as matching

choice of entry to treatnient in indexing/abstracting services,.comparing
shelf locationbf books to that ofjournals, and determining the extent of

allowable circulation, which are all handled collegially at Arizona State

for the benefit of the clientele.
Two articles highlight cooperation between those using automated se-

rials control systins lrimarily for processing a1d thos_e -using-them for

serials reference. Smith (84),'at G-eorge Washington Medical. Center,

shows that little "decluttiring" is necessary to creating a serials record

display screen that is useful to serials workers and also comprehensible to

puiton.. He finds that an offline printout is easy to.produc^e and to edit

*ith u few commands that reduce unwanted detail. Von Seggern (97)

suggests that from the very start, reference specialists whose work in-

.rol-*i.r serials have a duty to participate in the design or negotiations for

patron-friendly automated serials systems.' 
The basic theme of a paper by McBride (59) is that efficiency- a-nd.tight

control in processing .t..i not interfere with maximum availability-of

serials. This paper alppea.s to be an endorsement for on-site consolida-
tion of much-seiials handling, housing, and servicing.

In an exceptionally thoughtful and sensitive piece, 99tdql (42) 1r.rg-
gests that there is a quandiry involved in the ease with which online

Jearches generate lonf lists of articles. Undergraduates in particular lose

a sense of'engagemeni with the literature. They cannot notice -other per-

tinent entriei s-erendipitously when they deal with an online display, as

they might on a printed page'of abstracts. In the name of economy, inex-
p.tie.t.6d scholirs are isked to limit or sharply define their searches,

and, perhaps unintentionally, their chances to develop a sense of place

or larger meaning for the diicipline, through their assignments, is lim-

ited, t6o. The speiial interaction that develops lvhel beginning research

students work closely with serials reference librarians in searches via

print indexes is also'lost if requests for co-mputer searches are rnerely

dumped in a tray for a third party to perform and send back through

campus mail.
In a story of a frustration of good intentions, Bailey (7). tells of the

mixed public-service results obtiined in a program involving the best

availabie standardization and computer assistance. The idea was to
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adopt nationally accepted version
those journals by title in a stack reor
fact that, even within this earnestlv t
idiosyncratic way scientists and eng
nal titles and hunt for them in the sti
that a,substantial segment of the students had not iremorized thi alpha
bet; .that.many_ scientists are so accustomed to ignoring prepositlons
within titles and thinking in abbreviations that the], expeJt'to find jour-
nals listed that.way; andthat the project's funding and staffing *is in-
sulllcrent, reavrng separate sequencing arrangements to confuse the cli-
entele further.

Stankus.(BB) argued that serials librarians must develop a sense of cli-
ents' locations on the life cycle of serials involvement an'd actively help
them advance. Serials librarians have unique expertise to impart-to cli-
ents at every career level from beginning undergraduate to mature sci-
entrst.

Srnrels LIBRARIANsHIP As A PRoFEssIoNAL SpncraIrzATIoN

one of the ironies of this year's bumper crop of papers on serials li-
brarianship is that manl predict the dehise of the fi.id. Go.-an (43)
suggests that the rise of serialists as a separate subprofession resuited
from historical accidents that no longer need hold swiy. He favors aboli-
tion of professionally staffed depariments arranged'according to me-
dium (e. g. , serials versus books versus microform"s) and offers-as an al-
ternative subject-focused librarians, handling r.riulr as well as other

:aprofessiJnal or clerical work force
omon to traditional serials, acquisi-
Largely because these workers tend
L local automated systems, particu-
yersion from paper to machine rec-
L administrative jobs formerly given

to professional librarians, as has been reported by piesley and RoSison
(75) at Georgia State. I,anier and Vogt 15S;, in u ru-*uiy of the recent
hlstory of separate serials departments, echo Gorman's themes. The
team of romajko and Drake (92) review advances in information stor-
age and telecommunications that may relate to the demise not only of

so of many types of serials themselves,
r of the present and future.
,le. Even as Leonhardt (56) counsels
e gives a classic sociological descrip-
:cialty: a corpus of handbooks and
:ommitted journals (to which one
:al Seraices QuarterQ); an established
rational, professional society; and a
s under that special interest group's
ication is lacking. The need for
jntenance of a deeper interest in se-
shown byKatz, who gives a kind of
serials budgets (52). Veaner (96)
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sive survey of the literature is not possible .

MISCELLANEOUS TOPICS

favor of various disk storage technologies. As she notes humorously,

of serials work well.
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AWEIO-AUNNICAN CATALOGUING RULES,
2D EDrrroN (AACR2)

Five years after AACR2 implementation the number of "how-to-use-
the-code" books and articlesis on the decline and is almost exclusively
aimed at particular groups of materials, the greatest activity being inthe

area of .o-pnt.t rJft*ai.-u type of mateiial that has-expanded dra-

matically in iontent, physical forms, and audience since the rules for cat-

aloging it were drafted.''"
MuJavi's poll of catalogers and cataloging educators revealed that

there is geneial approval of the code, although teachers are more enthu-

siastic .5o,rt it thin practitioners, and there ii very little support in either

group for the idea of an "AACR3. "'Dowell and P{!1s.tudy focused on

ihe impact of heading changes engendered by AACR2 implementation
on libriry catalogs, a.td fonnd thai it was close to Dowell's own preim-

plementation predictions,_validating both the research method and the

generalizability of results.'A third iork used case studies to document
overall implementation plans and o
14 research libraries, providing illur
might be applied to similar future r
pervasive influence of a descriptive <
involved in a significant change in
brary of Congress (LC) on the completion of a thirty-month project.to
bring headin[s on itre LC MARC Books file into conform-ity with the

ruleJ served ls another reminder of the enormous task librarians set

themselves when they determined to implementAACR2-'o Regardless of
the difficulties that'accompanied its introduction and application,"
AACR2 is an essential and uiable tool whose virtues are appreciated be-
yond the bounds of bibliographic descriptron'--

PRINCIPLES OF DESCRIPTION

Inspired in large Part bY the incrt
loes, with their possibilities for new I
tiJn. some libririans are embarkin;
sets of rules as well as into fundame

:ks that have influenced the current
was intended primarily for students,
.nd administritors looking to the fu-

as useful as those they leave behind.
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olson's proposals for rule revision within AACR2 chapter 9 involve
suggestions.on small points as well as on the large issue of physical versus
frle description, which touches on the historical-tension bet#een describ-
ing.the physical-object or the intellectual entity.16 The question of de-
scribing-the work or the bibliographic entity can'arso be asked in connec-
tion with the work of Andre indothers, who described an experiment
that.challengel,tlg continued advisability of cataloging all seriais by suc-
cessrve entry.' r'he same question was asked in the u.S. Newspaper
cataloging Project and resolved in favor of the work, as nearly .s is per-
mitted by $e pre*qsn1 rules, when it was decided to describe all physical
manifestations of a particular newspaper title in a single "master rec-
orcl. "

Arguing that straight transcription from items being cataloged does
not necessarily serve users well and that the arrangement of eniies is of
P.lmary importance to th-e catalog as a whole, Perrault proposed a new
"first commandment" of catalogins: CHOOSE THE MetN HEAD-
ING FIRST and let all other decisio'ns . . flow from this choice and act
to complement it. " Perrault's text makes it clear that the commandment
is not merely proc,.edgal, but would materially affect many rules within
the present code.'' The relevance ol
materials usage was considered by I
tle difference in the use of materials
headings and those cataloged with minimal hea,
that minimal-level cataloging could be a potentia
lems of "hard-core " bacflo{s.'o The validity of traditional, prescribed
information sources as sources_for descriptivi access points was tested by
Svenonius,-Baughman, and Molto ur purt of preliminary investigations
into possibilities for simplifying cn..e.tt rules ?or choice of headin"gs. Be-
sides.revealing that the title page remains the richest source of pissible
headings, the research showed ihat a staggering number of persons are

"?T..d 
in many^works as having some reipottsibility for the production

of all or a part of its contents, bui that distribution of these ,rui''., among
works.suggests that "enrichment" of a catalog record with names founj
in such glace_s as tables of contents and indeies is something to be ap-
proached withcaution, considering the costs and number oititles that
would benefit." The value of retalning a system of formalized access
points in arcomputeriled catalog was the object of an investigation by
Jamieson, Dolan and Declerk, who found thlt keyword searcf,ing does
not provide the same quality of retrieval as traditional catalog acceis and
that assignment"of noim ilized authority-controlled headinfs continues
to be necessarv."

Ling-Huey Jeng's application of artif icial intell igence to biblio-
graphic description takes research in another direction'"and is both tan-

It of the cataloger/cataloging rules
the door to a wide field for further

outlining something so small as de-
w far we remain from realization of
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COOPTNA,IIVE CATALOGING

can be found cost much less to process than titles for which original cata-
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AUTHORITY CONTROL

The advent of online catalogs, coupled with continued expansion of
bibliographic networks, has ciused ihe topic of authority control to
move from a position of virtual invisibility 

-a 
decade ago to one recog-

nized as a major cataloging concern. Deipite its new-,,high profilel,
however, authority contiol'i purpose and scope is still uncle]a, io *urry,
and questions about the need foi it in the computer age persist. claik
addressed m?nl of these questions, including hbw muJh iuthority con-
trol is enough, how much can be accomplis=hed on a shared datibase,
whether the practice of establishing one pieferred form of heading is ob-
solete, and whether the benefits ofiuthority control exceed the cost. an-
swerin.g each in a way that makes clear her conviction that authority con-
trol wil l continue to be necessary." In expressing his opinion that
authority control,is not obsolete, Runkle .rrg-ed.o-!I.t. conversion of
LC's catalog.as qtr-e most useful and compreiensive to.rr.. of headings
needed by other libraries.""

tive (NACO) Project, in which se-
work to LC's authorities database ,
ing ne_w libraries and extending its
:ords." Development of NACO and

enceof individualNAColibrariest?t"l'*r.r$$'l;;,-1*f ffi :;
talked uFggl 9x99Rt among the libraries themselvei, so Burger's assess-
ment of NACo's costs and benefits to the lJniversity oT Illinois at
Urbana-champaign provides a useful perspective on *hit is involved in
thrs cooperative venture-. Although he concludes that participation is
worth the cost, it is clear from his description that most ofihe benefits are
intangible.'n

IssUEs IN THE MANAGEMENT oF CATALoGING

ly viewed as the group of librarians
,iew that would not stand up to scru-
is epitomized by changes that cata-
:o, and embraced.
'aries that make use oflocal automa-
I that the areas most likely to be af-
ems were authority control, catalog
iloging, enhanced public access to
:edures. The author also observed
Jing seems to allow more sweeping
Lges than cataloging on e network,
lity limits some options.* Aroksaar
rtunities of online catalogs, noting
,r word processors and library auto-

acyor.correctingoraugmenringbtbll;$xf,tffi ?::11T,'tr'.X"J""flT:$J-
tem allows reexamination of the cataloginf "completion" conceBts and
a redefinition of the functional niches in t[. catalbging process.
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Minimal-level catalosins (MLC) was the focus of a symposium in the

Journal of Academic Librai;o"ltip in which nine librarians wrestled with the

irr.r., oi limited budgets and staff, intangible costs of reduced intellec-

tual access to materia]s, local library needs versus the national interest,

etc.n''n' Although the national minimal-level standard was devised to pro-

vide guidance"in cataloging materials that would not otherwise be cata-

loged] it is becoming.lJarihat the defrnition of "what would not other-

wi"se be cataloged"-varies from institution to institution, and includes

materials that"libraries traditionally have cataloged fully but can no

longer handle at that level. Many librarians are justifrably uncomforta-

nte"wittr the concept of MLC, and symposium authors we-re-generally

reluctant to declare it a satisfactory solution to libraries' inability topro-

cess all materials fully. Ross and West expressed part of the problem,

noting that the items'for which MLC williave the most time are those

that need the most access.*"

Increased availability of cataloging records and the possibility of using

keyword searching to enhance ttfu.it access to U.S. depository materi-

als caused a reeviuation of policies against cataloging them or against

incorporating records for them into miin library catalogs..'Curriculum

collections alio often received substandard cataloging or were excluded

from libraries' main catalogs, a condition that limits their use and use-

fulness. Wilson, Finley, and Clark noted that administrative location of

staff for cataloging these materials is less important than,the ultimate lo-

carion and coriplJteness of the cataloging retords.'u Cataloging I Ckssifi-

cation Quartnlt d^evoted much of its summ?t issue to various aspects of the

U.S. Newsp-aper Project, in which hibliographic and. inventory control

*u, .*.r. ir.^d o.r.r"u mass of informition previously controlled

:andards for cataloging and coordi-
tions under diverse physical condi-
rm traditional catalo-ging tools. The
'ecord for each title,'" thus to include
n one description rather than to pre-
iical entity, inspired Graham topro-
rdopted for cataloging.microform
redundancY ofdescriPtion and en-

By contrast, rare books often rect
Flannery described the increased l
tional cataloging standards to rare b
is still work to be done, especially in
for rare materials and increasing cc

Backlogs are exceedingly common a
*ur tug"r ; ,  a t tent ion,-6.ut  s ince-no mat ter  how wel l  they are

.ontroil.d-no library can take pride in them, the professional literature

contains little about backlogs p.t se. Instead, they figure as factors in

discussions of other issues srrch .t staffing, MLC, administrative reor-

ganization, and bibliographic network membership. This pattern was

irr.hurrg.d in 1986, eien thongh a few items on backlogs were pub-
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lished. The rationale, described by share, that read to Rice's determina-
tion to eliminate its cataloging baiklog (derayed cataloging is a disservice
1o u!s{s' delayed original cataloging is a disservice io ietwork mem-
bers)'" is irrefutable, and the methodJdesbribed may provide inspiration

)ontrast was provided by Hircourt,
rject to eliminate a backlog of special
ject, planned for two years, failed to
rtaloging of backlogged materials es-
as not staffed to incorporate the ma-

:om its position as a function of ex-
'isibility and increased importance.
rent and concomitant retraining of
brary was described by Roughto-n,uo
f the kinds of decisions needed for

making.a transition between maintairring manual and machine cata-
t:qi A particularly- imaginative catalog maintenance device, the
OOPS command in LIAS aithe pennsylvariia State University t,i6i2rr,
has been used to detect and correct as many as 10,000.r.o^ p.. y"u..
The distribution of types of errors detected'by catalog userc iJ itreif .e-
vealing:,5.7 percen^t, typographical errors; 35 percentllocation or hold-
rngs problems; 4.b percent,-ta5ging errors; 3 percent, cataloging mat_
ters; and 4 percent, "other.',0'

catalogsl5- sometimes joke about cataloging records as the biblio-
graphic "undead. " Recoids do not.t...rrurily l"ie peacefully in the cata-
log bu- t  instead r ise f rom t ime to t ime,  hemanding at tent ion-
recataloging, reclassification, modification of hordlngs, confl ict
resolu-tion, or revision of headings. Serials are especially p"rone to this
sort ofrestlessness,u' but it is also iommo.r for ,,,onog.upirri The aarr.rrt
of catalogs produced from machine-readable data ha"s created a new and
enormous population of finished records that need to be dealt with
again, Titles cataloged T-"-n"4lV in years gone by are begging to be con-
verted to machine-readable form and ribiaries i.rpottdi".r J variety of
ways. Much of the literature on retrospective conveision has been anec-

application. Valentine and Mc-
rective conversion at the lJniversity
:arefully defined and described, so
ability of particular costs and tech-

co s t s ro r ind iv idu al conve r s ion ryo, :ff 
j'.f,Tjl:t'lf-:T ;3#liHldl

reducing_the cost of a_con-version project, includii[ consideraiion of
minimal "access record,s" for titles thaiare unavailab"le from an outside
b.ibliographic database.unA symposium in Librarlt Hi ruhprimarily con-
sidered retrospective converiion to be part of ai overall automati,on ef-
lbrt rather than a cataloging issue.u'Asked to consider why retrospective
conversion is so troublesome to automation planners, symposium au-
thors proposed some interesting and usefur answers: recon is considered
boring a1d 

1o generates little iranagerial interest,u6 a situation aggra-
vated by the fact that those closest to the operation oitrn fail to comriini-
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_ A.final^general work is organizing Information; pinciples of Database and
Retrieaal slstems (1985) by Dagobert Sbergel. By any nt.uJrte this is an
elegant work, and it received the 1986 ASIS Best Information science
Book Award. Soergel abstracts general principles of information organi-
zation particularly applicable to machine environments and integrates
systems and their use.

OnceNrzeTIoN AND HIsToRY
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better subject access, especially through browsing.

Cr,essrrrclrloN SYsrEMs

entiation of these elements would have made the text easier to follow.
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ent editions of classic works svstematicallv.
Several items address using DDC and iCC to enhance subject access

in online catalogs. The chief effort in this regard is the DDC Online proj-

searches were conducted in each catalog, and the other in which differ-
ent searches were conducted in each catalog. Analyses of data estab-
lished that, while subject searches in online catalogs of either type alone
are comparable, subject searches in online catalogs with both capabili-
ties are measurably improved.

The possibility of enhancing online searching by using library classifi-
cation was the topic of separate papers by Chan (1986a) and Williamson
(1986). Chan noted that LCC is a natural candidate for online use be-

scope. Weaknesses in LCC that would hinder its implementation in an
online environment include the nonexpressiveness of its notation and a
corresponding poor performance on broad searches, its inconsistent ter-
minology and lack of complete indexing, the numerical addition features
of its special tables, and most of all that, unlike DDC, its schedules are
not in machine-readable form. Williamson (1986), following up an ear-
lier paper (Williamson 1985) describes a test of LCC in an online envi-
ronment similar to that of the DDC Online project. The core of her proj-
ect is aimed at putting LCC in machine-readable form.

Oberhouser (1986) writes about the use of classification in online sub-
ject access in a more general way. After an initial section identifying clas-
sification systems already in bibliographic databases, he discusses the
uses of classifications and required modifications to online systems.

Other classification schemes received scattered attention in the litera-
ture- Aitchison (1986) describes methods employed in deriving a thesau-
rus from a classifrcation scheme using the Bliss Bibliographic Classifica-
tion, second edition (BC2). Her work describes how two different
thesauri for United Kingdom databases were constructed, but she also
provides a tutorial on BC2, including its faceted structure and the nature
of its terminology.
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gles with the issue of integrity of numbers and with its Western biases.
The use of the Colon Classifrcation (CC) around the world is the sub-

ject of a survey by Satija ( 1 986). Citing a paucity of sources, Satija exam-
ined a series of special studies that provided conflicting figures. The lat-
est empirical figures for India showed that CC is in use in 69 libraries,
mostly academic.

CC is also the focus of Gopinath's Construction of Depth Version oJ Colon
ClassiJication-A Manunl ( 1986), where it is used as the basis for systemat-
ically constructing faceted classification schemes for special subject ar-
eas. His work follows Colon principles explicitly but has no clear intro-
duction summarizins his exact intentions and procedures. Friis-Hansen
(1986) writes about-Ranganathan's work, iniluding CC, when he as-
sesses the conference devoted to Ranganthan's work held in New Delhi
in November 1985.

Four authors writing in Fontes Arts Musical reflect on the revision pro-
posal made in 1985 by Gen'ichi Tsuge at the R6pertoire International de
Litterature Musicale (RILM) Commission meeting in Como, Italy.
Tsuge (1986) himself reiterates his conclusion that RILM ethnocentric
treatment of non-Western music must be corrected if it is to be a truly
universal scheme. He restates the need to provide area and time periods
for such music instead of the single heading Ethno-musicology, noting
the rise of non-Western musicological sources to more than 10 percent of
yearly totals. Without revision, a distorted picture of worldwide musico-
logical research wil l continue. Brook (1986) l ists suggested RILM
changes based on Tsuge's proposal, and Karpati (1986) follows with still
other suggestions for ameliorating the situation. Schuursma (1986)
takes another approach, suggesting that a better solution is to develop an
authoritative thesaurus of established. worldwide terms to be used in in-
dexing.

CLASSIFICATION THEORY AND METHOD

Classification theory and method covers a wide range of both specific
and general issues. The purpose, and therefore the form, of classification
is broached in an of{handed way by several writers in the midst of other
issues. Gorman (1986) and Cook (1986) both raise the specter that
American librarians must recognize that classification not only can be
used in catalogs but that its form and function in such catalogs will neces-
sarily be different from its use as a shelf arrangement device. As if to
comment on the latter, Intner (1986) andJohnson (1986) both remind
us of the diffrculties of using classification for shelf arrangement, the one
in the context of bibliographic instruction, the other in the context of
contract classifying of books for other libraries. Comaromi (1985/86)
touches on the purpose of classification in his remarks entitled "The Past
Is Too Much With IJs, " when he correlates classification use with types
of libraries.

Wolfgang Dahlberg (1986) claims that although the prevailing notion
of order in the West is bound up with ideas of causality, necessity, and
analytical reasoning, at least two other general notions of order also may
be described based on ideas of possibility or frnal purpose, and the
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other based on ideas of will and intensionality. In his view, conceptions
of nature and culture (and, by implication, classif,rcation structures)
must take into account all three ideas of order.

Beghtol provides two works. The first (1986a) applies the methods of
text linguistics to classifrcation schemes to denote the "aboutness" of
documents. Her approach treats a classification scheme as a text inter-
pretable in terms of cultural warrant. In the course of her discussion she
not only describes text linguistics succinctly but also proposes some ex-
perimental tests of the methods she discusses. In her second work
(1986b) Beghtol defines and gives the background and development of
four different kinds of warrant (i.e., justifrcation) used in the process of
devising bibliographic classification systems: l i terary; scientif ic-
philosophical; educational; and cultural. Her analysis merits the atten-
tion ofevery serious library classifier.

Mathematical methods in classification occupy two works-the se-
lected papers of the mid-19B5 meeting of the Classification Society of the
Federal Republic of Germany ("Classihcation" 1986), and Shaw's
(1986) study of document partit ions. The volume of Classif-rcation Soci-
ety papers will likely be intimidating to any but those versed in various
statistical techniques of clustering and scaling. But they represent, along
with the Americanrlournal of Classification; the most substantive attempts
at numerical modeling of clustering. The articles, grouped under the
general headings of data analyses, concept analysis, numerical classifi-
cation, structural modeling, and indexing language and applications,
were given by researchers from a wide variety of fields. Of the ninety-
eight papers given at the conference, only flrfty-seven are provided here.
Shaw's work focuses directly on document clustering, specifically on his
attempt to determine how statistically significant document partitions
(clusters that fall between critical similarity thresholds) are related to
empirically significant document partitions (those that bring together
documents relevant to the same query and separate documents relevant
to distinctly different queries). In attempting to show the relationship
between the two kinds ofpartitions, he confirms that they are related and
proposes further study to obtain a theoretical explanation ofthe corre-
spondence that has predictive value.

A comparative study by Eisenschitz andCrane (1986) shows the effec-
tiveness of patent searching using keywords on the one hand and patent
classifrcation codes on the other. Conventional wisdom states that the
former is more effective, but this study uses a measure that reaches the
opposite conclusion. An item by Donnelly (1986) deals with classing
works having pejorative and uninformed points of view with regular
works on the same topics, e .g., placing works on "Creationism" in the
same section as biological evolution. He proposes special locations for
such works. His solution is debatable because one would eventually de-
velop a parallel scheme (or set of subschemes) for disapproved works and
it suggests an inadequate appreciation of point-of-view in a classification
context, that it in fact amounts to a facet of a subject rather than the basis
for subject grouping at higher levels. Small (1986) describes a process to
generate summary-like narratives for groups of documents. The pur-
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pose of the narratives is similar to that of a literature review, though in
this case they are generated automatically. Classification techniques are
di rect ly  involved because document  c lusters are der ived by
bibliometrically-based methods. Subject analysis is involved more gen-
erally because the goal is to represent ' ' aboutness. ' ' The article is recom-
mended not only for its description of techniques but also for the way it
represents the extension of document classification and subject analysis
in unexpected directions.

Sun;ncr HEADTNGS
AND THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

The Cataloging Distribution Service (CDS) of the Library of Con-
gress (LC) undertook a major research study of its subject authority
products in 1985 ("Subject" 1986). The impetus for this study was the
expected online availability of subject authorities at LC in early 1986.
The results of the study were evaluated, and LC revised its subject au-
thority products to include a fully cumulated annual edition of the
printed Librar2 of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH); a monthly update
service in paper format (weekly lists); an initial subject authorities tape
distribution; a weekly tape distribution service of subject authorities;
and quarterly cumulative microfrche editions.

The tenth edition of the printed LCSH was published in spring 1986
(LC SCD 1986) gathering all subject headings published in the ninth
edition and annual supplements through 1984. LC instructed users to
consult both the 1985 annual supplement and the tenth edition of LCSH
for the most up-to-date information ("Library of Congress Subject
Headings" 1986). Changes to newly established subject headings are
available by subscribing to LC's Z ibrary of Congress Subject Headings Week[t
Lists ("Library of Congress Subject Headings" 1986).

In spring 1986, LC also issued LCSH in machine-readable form
(LCSH-mr) in a base frle of approximately 150,000 subject authority
records in the USMARC format for authorities. A weekly tape distribu-
tion service provides subject authority records for newly established sub-
ject headings and changes to established headings in the USMARC for-
mat for authorities ("MARC Distribution Service" 1986). The library
automation community has encouraged LC to issue an up-to-date
LCSH-mr. The Ad hoc Subcommittee on Library of Congress Subject
Authority Control, appointed by the Subject Analysis Committee
(SAC), recommended that LC "distribute a machine-readable subject
authority frle in the MARC Authorities Format and provide periodic
updates that are easily integrated into the base file" (ALA 1982, 3). This
was reiterated at the 1982 Subject Access Meeting of the Council on Li-
brary Resources (CLR).

Subject authority records created afterJanuary 1, 1986, contain fields
670 and 675, identifying reference materials consulted by SCD staff
when establishing new subject headings ("Citation" 1986). In June
1986, LC issued Authorities: A MARC Format, Update 2 ("CDS" 1986),
containing changes made to fields 072 (Subject Cataloging Code) and
073 (Subject Usage) to accommodate thesauri with a hierarchical struc-
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ture such as Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) and the Art &Architec-
ture Thesaurus (AAT), and changes to bytes in field 008 (LC Processing
Services 1986).
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In response to Berman's pleas during the SAC meeting at the 1986 ALA
Annual Conference andlo letters from Berman's supporters, SAC es-
tablished a new subcommittee to study current terminology in LCSH
(Beall 1986).' 

Automation at the Librarlt of Congress: Inside Views, published by the LC
Professional Association, descri6es automation of bibliographic control,

catalog. He laments the loss of color to distinguish subject headings from
other types ofheadings and lack ofcross-references, and he decries the
use of LC card numbers as the means of displaying retrieved records.

Sur;rcr AurnonrtY CoNTRoL THRoUGH LCSH

Combs 1986,28) .
An examination of subject heading practices in the card catalogs of
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through LCSH and AAT (Art & Architecture Thesaurus). Presenta-
tions will be published in 1987 in the ARLIS/NA Occasional Papars series
(Muller 1987). At the 1987 ALA Annual Conference in San Francisco,
four divisions are sponsoring a program on "Subject Authorities in the
Online Environment."

combined in libraries' efforts to serve their users.

Sur;ncr Srencnruc rHRouGH LC-Besno'
Asstcuro Sun;ncr HEADINGS
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the requirements for library automation that are particular to the access
of information about music in any library and those that, while not spe-
cific to access to music materials, are still essential to them" (Coral 1986,
14). The requirements impact frles for authority records'and biblio-
graphic records in online catalogs and include indexing, searching, and
displaying such records.

_.- When profrling bibliographic record displays in their online catalog,
library staff can test ideas from a compendium of full, medium, and brief
bibliographic record displays that resulted from a Research Libraries
Group-sponsored study (Crawford 1986).

Matthews (1986) suggests guidelines for labels, general text, instruc-
tional text, and screen layouts for authority records and bibliographic

des a discussion and critique of sub-
;gested guidelines are followed and
nrversrty responded to catalog users'
material on a topic by rearranging
licrofiche (COM) subject catalog.
d by date of publication under sub-
I Whaley 1986).
r  and Development  Department
ids for online catalog research over a
rber 1985. BLRDD invited individ-
cposals addressing five principal ar-
:ms design, impact studies on user
ational change, visual browsing and

The_developmentandevaluat,."oii""tixo"h"lil:fi 
'JYft"#:^1ti.'l;

named.Okapi, was supported by BLRDD's online catalog research pro-
gram. "The development of search trees is one of the mbst distinctive
features in the design of Okapi. . . . At each stage in a search Okapi
makes use of a 'searih tree' inbrder to decide what"to do next. . . . The
search tree is a set of paths with branches or choices, which enables the
system to carry out the most sensible search function at each stage of the
search" (Mitev, Venner, and Walker 1985, g4). The search treE guides
the searcher to one of several paths, each wifh its own branchJs and
choices, depending on the searther's exact match or partial match of
subject heading words and titles (Walker 1986). Seaiches conducted
throughthe u-ser-friendly interface of FBR, the UIUC local system, re-
semble Okapi's search trees. If a user is not satished with r-ecords re-
trieved by the selection of subject headings and cross-references, FBR
performs a keyword search of title words to find additional records
(Cheng 1985). A description of Okapi's user-system interface under-
lines_system characteristics, such as a user-guided command language,
simple keyboard with function keys, and Soundex-type spelling correc-
tion that contribute to users' success. observation br ana inierviews
with_patron searchers and analysis of patron searches were used to evalu-
ate Okapi. Mitev, Venner, and Walker (1985) andJones (1986) report
results and recommended enhancements, including"relevance feedback
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using class numbers in retrieved, relevant records to find additional rec-
ords, "intelligent" stemming of user-entered subject terms' and ranked

line catalog at the Australian Defense Library were two reasons why the
library added terms from books' tables of contents and/or indexes. Ap-
proximately twenty-five terms per book were added; the average time to
index a book was fifteen minutes; and the average time to enter added
terms into the online catalog was ten minutes per book (Byrne 1986). At
Purdue lJniversity's Seigesmund Engineering Library, staff manually
scan, edit, and input tables of contents into the library's online cat?log
where these data are indexed and accessible. Users of Purdue's online

and Magner 1985).

Ornnn SuBJEcr AccEss APPRoACHES
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free-floating subdivision lists from the twelfth edition into one list and
expansion of this list; and inclusion of " Subject Headings for Children's
Literature" from LCSH.

terms. The experimental system developed for this research project will
be evaluated at Middlesex Polytechnic in 1987.

Micco (1985) examined the see also reference structure of PRECIS,

ate an index display. In a journal article on string indexing, Craven
( I 9B6a) proposes a coding scheme to indicate certain types of ' 'nontree ' '

structures in source descriptions in string indexing systems.
Austin (1986) responded to Borko's concept of a "dynamic library"
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( I 982/83) with a failure analysis of a free-text search that produced false
drops and no relevant citations. He claimed that the assignment of con-
trolled vocabulary terms to documents and subject retrieval through this
vocabulary would have improved the search result. In a reply, Borko
(1986) asserts that machine indexing is more cost-effective than manual
indexing. He argues that machine indexing and relevance feedback can
assist searchers to frnd additional relevant citations. and that searchers'
time and cost involved in scanning and eliminating false drops from
computer output is farless than is the time and cost involved in manually
indexing these same citations.

Oddy (1986) reports that scholars from linguistics, theater history,
American history, music history, and Afro-American history employed
substantially different vocabularies to describe the content of turn of the
century audio cylinder recordings.

LC's Visual Materials online system was inaugurated in November
1985 and superseded a batch system in operation since 1972 ("Visual
Materials" 1986). Cataloging records for graphic materials and archival
films will now be added to and searchable in LOCIS, and, for the first
time, will be distributed outside LC. M/B/RS records bear LCSH and
P&P records bear LCTGM headings. A separate thesaurus for genre
and physical characteristics by M/B/RS and P&P is now under develop-
ment. P&P enlists its own thesaurus Descriptiue Termsfor Graphic Materiak
(Zinkham and Parker 1986) for such characteristics.

Construction of the Art & Architecture Thesaurus (AAT) continued
in 1986 and was marked by the development of a workable protocol to
aid catalogers and indexers in applyingAAT to their collections and rep-
resenting AAT terms in MARC records (Barnett 1986). Six projects are
now testing this protocol on collections of architectural periodicals,
slides and photographs of Boston architecture, and films and videotapes
on the visual arts. Giral (1986) will enlist AAT in a project currently un-
derway at Columbia University's Avery Architectural and Fine Arts Li-
brary to create MARC records for 45,000 videodisk-based images of ar-
chitectural drawings.

Markey (1986d) introduced a method for describing the subject mat-
ter of visual images to aid searchers regardless of their background and
training in accessing and retrieving images, and based the method on a
theoretical discussion of study of meaning or subject matter in art by the
renowned art historian Erwin Panofsky. Shatford (1986) also relied
upon Panofsky's levels of meaning in art as the theoretical basis for the
construction of a faceted system for classifying meaning in pictures.

CoNcr-usroN
Two major characteristics are evident in the subject access literature

of 1986. The most obvious is that activities and literature related to cata-
log subject access and the authoritative control of verbal terminology,
particularly in online environments, is rich, concentrated, technical,
and often based on empirical investigations. The cause for this seems
obvious-the growing need to improve subject access in online catalogs
and to improve the kinds of controlled vocabularies used for this kind of
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work. In contrast, activity and literature in the area of classification

is an indication that the situation is changing. Efforts to test the effective-
ness of enhanced catalog subject access by using classification entries
and techniques is evidence that bodes well for a new era.
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The Yeor's Work in
Nonbook Processing, | 985

Noncy B. Olson ond Edword Swonson

als, was the concern of several articles.

SrANoenos

Standards for college libraries were approved in 1986 by the ACRL
Board of Directors ( 1). Standard 2 states the collections ' 'shall comprise
all types of recorded information, including print materials in all for-
mats, audiovisual materials, sound recordings, materials used with

unit equivalents for audiovisual holdings.
Draft guidelines for audiovisual services in academic libraries were

prepared during 1986 (2). These included recommendations for acquisi-
tion and cataloging of audiovisual materials.

Srr,ncrroN
Problems related to selection and acquisition of computer files are

summarized by Strauss (49), who mentions the lack of reliable informa-
tion in advertisements, ordering problems, and difhculties of inspecting
orders upon receipt.

Cerer,ocrNc
An interdivisional ALA committee continued to explore the topic of

CIP for all audiovisual materials (5a). Earlier discussion and recom-
mendations focused on microcomputer software. The Library of Con-

Nancy B. Olson is Professor
Minnesota. Edward Swanson

and Audiovisual Cataloger, Mankato State University,
is Principal Cataloger, Minnesota Historical Society.
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ing/tagging problems for OCLC users are discussed by Juy Weitz in

each issue of the Music OCLC Users Group Newsletter (56).
Intner was invited to address the OCLC (Jsers Council in February'

cussed analytic cataloging of individual works on music recordings ver-

material was stressed (5).
Daily prepared a second edition of his work on organizing nonprint

materiali (t i). In his preface he states "this book deals with library ma-
terial either not considered in the new edition of ttre Angtlo-American Cata-
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Cr,assrrrcerroN AND Sun;rcr AccEss
Leysen compiled lists of cutter numbers and subject headings for com-
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rials" was held in New York City during ALA's Annual Colference .
Topics included subject headings at Hennepin County LibJ.uIy, Minne-
soti (Susan Nesbitt); PRECIS for subject access (Donal{Eid9); stbject
acceis for music (Biad Young); prints and photographs (Elizabe_th Betz-
Parker); and iconographical iesearch collections (Karen Mark^ey).
These ipeakers can be heard on sound tapes available from ALA (3).

MISCELLANEOUS

Deterioration of sound recordings, both microgroove disc and mag-
netic tape, under conditions of heat and moisture are discussed by Schul-
ler, who also lists the general requirements for proper handling, storage,
and preservation of these materials. He is cautiously optimistic about
the future, because compact discs seem to be less vulnerable to deteriora-
tion (44).

The care of photographic collections was thoroughly discussed by
Lawrence (21), who emphasized that organization of the collection is the
first requirement for preservation.

Computer disks might be more durable than suspecled, ba19d on the
experience at Mankato State University reported by Olson (35). D-isks
flobded with dirty water were cleaned, dried, and copied successfully'

Copyright, as related to videorecordings and computer files, is ex-
plained by Stanek (48). There is a need to be aware of these rulings as
one might be asked to handle off-air or other copies of video Programs
and locally made back-up copies of computer files. Strauss (49) also ad-
dresses copyright problems related to purchase or duplication of back-up
and multiple copies of computer disks.

Intner inalyied recent research in technical services (17) and found
several projects related to audiovisual materials, including Nesbitt's
compariion of LC subject headings with those used at the Hennepin
County Library (Minnesota), Intner's analysis of nonbook catal^oging,

Jacobsi evaluation of the need for CIP for audiovisual materials; Curtis'
itudy of online cataloging of audiovisual material, and the work done by
Olson and Kimmel on an archive of programs from the television series,
"Mr. Rogers' Neighborhood. "

Jean Weihs, current chair of theJoint Steering Committee for the Re-
viiion of the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, received the Marga-
ret Mann Citation in 1986 "in recognition of her pioneering efforts to
standardize the bibliographic control of nonbook materials and to pro-
mote the philosophy of integrated collections" (27). Williamson pays

tribute to Weihs for her many years of work in this field (57).
Nancy B. Olson, audiovisual cataloger at Mankato State lJniversity,

received an award as founder of Online Audiovisual Catalogers. Intner
summarized Olson's career to OLAC members (15).

BIBLIOGRAPHY
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An Annototed Bibliogrophy
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nificant publications in the field of li-
roting imp^ortant €vents and tracing

:H[J"*'5.::.'**ll,:i5*n:
in an inc re.as in g rat e o f pu b I i c.at i, "':xT I:Jf ;] },l: ;il..iT 

t 
i'oTl:" 

*o
Research into the nature of library materials, the causes of tireir dete-

rioration, and remedies for the pro'bl.-r caused by that deterioration
continue. Development of an efficient, effective, eionomicallv feasible
and environmentally safe means to deacidify paper-based materials on a
mass scale was a high priority among pr.r.irrution professionals. paral-
IeI to the development_of new methods of preserving collections was con-
trnued retrnement and standardization of existing procedures, e.g., the
1.986 -publication of the eighth edition of the LibraTi aaa;"i t^tituie Stan-
dardfor Bl*:s The new-standard makes it easi6r f;; rjib;;ry to use
commercial binding as a preservation measure.

^The problems connected with ribrary preservation are vast and admit
of noone easy solution. Institutions
ervatlon programs often find it advz
tive endeavors as well. Cooperatic
forms,-depending on the pirt ies :
dressed, and the desired outiome. S
grams designed to meet those need
These programs are at various stagl
state held a conference tit led ,,OurI

thepreservationneedsforstate;L'nitTtl:::?H:'":il;iil'ffi:::?
cooperative activities among the states.

other cooperative progr.irts strengthened and grew. Representatives

S,*:,{:_Y:"tori 
is Head, preservation Department, Indiana University Libraries,

Dloomtngton.
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materials.

of preservation.
the following bibliography does not include technical works, but does

include English:langrr;ge irticles concerning the application of develop-

ing technology as a means of preservation.

GrNnner- WoRKs AND GurDEs ro rHE LTTERATURE

clements, David G. ,,The National Preservation office in the British Li-

brarv.' i  IFLA Journal 12, no.l:25-32 (Feb' 1986)'
fj"r*iU* ,t* !i*"-riu"..s leading ,rp to the esiablishment of the National

Preservation Ofhce otihe British Libiary, and discusses that office's activities
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in four priority-areas: promotion of general awareness of need for preservation,
provision of reference and information services, development of e-ducation and
training opportunities, and support ofregional and national cooperative efforts.

Dureau, Jean-Marie. "New Interest in Conservation in France." CAN no.
25:7 (Apr. 1986).
Discusses the increasing interest in preservation and conservation in France,

where professionals from many disciplines are working together to address
problems of preserving the national patrimony.

Fox, Lisa. "A Two-Year Perspective on Library preservation: An Annotated
Bibliography." Library Resoirces I Technical Seraices 30, no.3:290-318 fluly/Sept .  1986).
Thorough bibliography of significant publications of r9B4 and 1985 seryes as

gurde to preservation field during that period.

Hg1is, carolyn. ''Preseryation of Library Materials. " rn The ALA yearbook of
Lib^rlp and Information Semices (Chicago: American Library Assn., 1986),
p.242-44.
Reviews the major trends and developments in the preservation fierd durimg

1985 .

1985/86: Preservation of
8 Technical Seruices 30.

needs, and outlines steps for immediate action inieveral areas. urges eitablishl
ment ol a cooperative national approach to finding long-term solutions to prob-
lems of archives preservation.

National Association of Government Archives and Records Adminiltronal Assocratlon ol (iovernment Archives and Records Administration.
Preseraation Needs in State Archiues. Albany, N.y.: NAGARA. 1996.
Presents the final report ofa yearlong project to assess preservation needs inr rrrsr-r* L',c rrll2r reporr or a yeanong proJect to assess preservatron needs rn

state archives.,Analyzes current levels of acti rity, identi{ies the most pressing

Preseraation
1986.

Records. Washington, D.C.: National Academy Pr.,

. Detailed report of a study of the condition and preservation needs of the Na-
tional Archives and Records Administration's original paper documents. con-
siders environmental conditions, problems posed"by paper deterioration, and
options for reformatting to different media. 

^

Research Libraries Group. RLG Preseraation Manual, 2d ed. Stanford, calif.:
RLG. 1986.

"Resources and rechnical services Division-Goals for Action." Librarrt Re-
sources 8 Technical Seraices 30, no.2:164-65 (Apr.{une 19g6).
The revised and enlarged version of the gojs inctildes a statement of respon-
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sibilities and areas in which the division will take action.

Schmude,  Kar l  G.  "Conserva t ion  Deve lopments  in  Aus t ra l ia . "  CAN

no.27:4 ,5  (Oct .  1986) .
Describes ihe growing emphasis placed on preservation by libraries in Aus-

tralia, which was spu..ed by i fr.e a[ the National Library, creation of the State

Conservation Center, and a number of proposals for collection surveys to assess

preservation needs.

Schnare, Robert E. "Publications," CAN no.24:16-17 (July 1986); CAN

no.25:17 (Apr. 1986); CAN no.26'.18-20 fluly 1986); CAN no.27:22-23

(Oct. 1986).
A regular feature that gives short annotations on publicaiions in the field of

preservation and in otheiareas of interest to preservation administrators.

"strategic Plans for ALA and ACRL: A Comparison." College I Research Li-

braries News 47, no.ll:709-12 (Dec. 1986).
Compares ALA's Strategic Long-Range Plan and ACRL's Strategic PIan'

Of noteio preservation administrators is the fact that neither mentions the pres-

ervation of library materials.

Swartzburg, Susan G. "News from China." CANno.-25:10,16 (Ju-ly 1986).

Describe"i exchange visits of Chinese and American librarians and archivists,

concentrating on thJreport of the American tour to institutions in the PeoPles'

Republic of ehina. ThL article gives some insight into preservation efforts in

China.

Swartzell, Ann. "Preservation. " RTSD Newsletter 11 no.1:6-7 (1986).
Discusses options for organizing and administering a preservation program

in the library.

Swora, Tamara and Audrey Fischer. "Technical Services in 1984 and 1985:

Micrographics, Optical Disk Technology, and Fair IJse. " Librar\ Resources I

Techniial Seraices 30, no. 3 : 183-217 (July/Sept. 1 986).
Detailed bibliography of publications in three major areas of technical ser-

vices that have a strong relaiionship to and impact on preservation.

Watson, Duane. "The Divine Library Function: Preservation." School Librarlt

Journal 33, no.3:47-45 (Nov. 1986).-This 
well-balanced article provides a general introduction to preservation.

What makes it signifrcant is itJ intended audience: the school librarian. The au-

thor points out t[at librarians who serve children play a vital role in educating

citizens to the need for preservation ofour national cultural heritage.

SteNoenos, GuturlrNrs

Boyd, Jane, and Don Etherington. Preparation of Archiual Copies oJ Thues and Dis-
iertations. Chicago: American Library Assn., 1986.
Examines issues'relevant to production of archival-quality theses-and disser-

tations, establishes guidelines ior quality of materials, and methods of assem-
bling and binding. fras sections on iomputer printouts and nonprint media and
a list ofsupply sources.

Byrne, Sherry. ,,Guidelines for contracting Microf,rlming Services." Micro-

form Reoiew 15, no.4:244-64 (Fall 1986). 
rfilm pro_Clear.and cogent explanation of how to set-uP a Preservatron mrcrc

gram usrng a servrce .rendor to do the actual filming. Includes excellent sample
contract.
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tn oJ Research Libraries Neutsletter no.133:7

opment or consideration for ARL/OMS
to the preservation field: basic preserva_
ecurity and conservation.

LiFgy Binding Institute. Library.Binding Inst.ihry standard,Jor Binding. Sth ed.
19' byJ.." Merrill-oldhu- urid puut F*iri. Rochester, N.y.: LBI, 1986.

'^^T"_*g*hy,product. of a joint effort by ribr"riunt u.rJ [i"a.rr,'tle standardnas Deen Droadened to incorporate preservation considerations into its technicaland materials specifications. clearly written and illustrat.a, in. standardmakes it easier fbr librarians to use commer.ial'ii;;;t-b#t"s ,.'*i"., u, umeans of collection preservation.

"l.{llq to Develop Binding standard. " Nationar presemation Newsno.6:6 (oct.1986).
committee GG of the National Institute for Standards organization (NISO)

y:lt^9,.,"9:O a standard for frrst-time, hardcover case bindinlg 
"i 

bo;kr. Articleqescrlbes current practices and factors the comrnittee will conJider when writingthe standard. 
-

Nugent, william R. "The Rore of National standards in Information preser-

IiltEl 
on optical Digiral Disks. " Nationar preseraation News no. +, ii- r : 1npr.

Describes the American National standards Institute Technical committeeon optical Digital Data Disks, x3B1r, u"Jii, *o.t o' trr"-J.".iop-."t of stan-dards to establish optical disks as 
" 

p.;;;;;on medium.
Parisi, Paul. "The 8th Edition of the .

Library.Rinding.', Neu Library Scene
This article should be read in 6oniunr

dard itself. It reviews the decision t6 dr
committee set out to accomplish, goes c
committee, and explains the interrial or5
tantly, rt conveys the intense commitmi
common problems cooperatively.

swartzell, Ann. " Preservation: New standards and Guidelines.', RTSD News -l ltter 11, no.4:40-4t (1986).
. Explains three preservation-related standards and guidelines with impact onthe quality of libriry materials.

rg Thefts in Libraries: A Draft. " College
t6-48 (Nov. 1986).
md procedures both before and after a

rning theft and mutilation of li-

PAPER, ENVTRoNMENT, AND Cor,lrcrroN SuRvEys
chadbourne, Robert. "Decraring war on Deterioration: David Magoon

I^:*::I^* rJ-s." 
"Wtson 

Li!;ry Builain 61, no. r:44_4}1sept. rseo;.rJooKs at probrems ol book and paper preservation from thi viiw of the pri-vate collector, collection curator, p..s.r,rutio'manager, and archival suppliesmanufacturer.

DeCandido, Robert. "Out of the euestion.,' CAN no.25:19 (Apr. 19S6).An illuminatins discussion of theiatur. orrighi, n;;f;iil;:;ii.Jor.,tt.u-
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violet radiation, and proper filtration of fluorescent lamps'

" Electronic lmaging to Monitor Condition of Docum ents." Abbey Newsletter l0,

no.6:91 (Dec.  1986).
,,A Good cheap way to store Microfilrn." AbbeL Newsletter 10, no.2:17-18

(Apr. 1986).
bdscribes ihe storage of microfrlm in hermetically. sealed. pouches, an ap-

p.ou.h thut avoids striJt environmental control of housing and storage facilities.

"Harvard Depository in Southborough Opens. " Research Libraries in OCLC: A

QuarterQ no.18:7 (Winter 1986).

ment.
,,Preservation Statistics Survey." Association of Research Libraries Neusletter

no.129:5 (Mar.  19,  1986).
Brief repoit of the preliminary analysis of responses to the pilot ARL Preser-

vation Statistics Survey of 1984-85.

Ogden, Sherelyn.
(Oct. 1986).
Gives guidelines for the

harmful acids given off by

"Treatment of Wooden Shelving for Books. " CAN no '27 :6

treatment of wooden shelving to protect books from

untreated wood.

Ravnes,  Patr ic ia .  , , Insects and Their  contro l  in  the L ibrary."  cAN
no.27 :4,24-25 (Oct. 1986).
Provides an overview of damage to library materials caused by a variety of

insects, insect control procedures]and efforts by libraries to protect collections

from infestation.

REPORTS OF CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS

Batton, Susan Sayre, and Susan G. Swartzburg' "GBW Seminar'" C'4N

-no.25 12 (Apr. 1986).
"Reoort of aitivities 

'at 
the fourth Seminar on Standards in Bookbinding'

##;;;in" C"1a 
"r-Book*orkers. 

Questions were raised not only about

,d;;;;;;ir-;'d p-..a"r* Uut also about ih-e ethics of conservation work.

Berlin, Netta. "Forum III: Wye Planta-tio-n Preservation Conference' March

lg-21, 1986. " CAN no.26:13 (July 1986)'
R"poit, on an important confJrence convened by. Council on, L-r!r1V Re-

source,s Com.rritt". on F..servation and Access. Pariicipants-received the com-

-iii."', p.oposals for program management and funding and endorsed the for-

mation of a bo-mission on Preservation and Access'

Buchanan, sally A. ,,PLMS/NPPO Preservation conference." cAN no.24:.13

(Jan. 1986).
x .t.r, ,.port of the last of three conferences cosponsored by ALA/RTSD
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and LC.and designed to fill preservation education needs at various levels: li-Drary admrnrstrators, middle management, repair and binding staff.
Frieder, Richard. "AIC Book and paper presentation s.,, cAN no.27:10 (oct.

1986).

. Briefreports of some papers-presented at the Book and paper specialty Sec-
tion of the American Insiitute for Conservation of Artistic ani Hisioric Works.
o_f particular interest is a panel discussion, ',The conservator as collections
Manager: Implications forthe profession.'i

' 'AIC Disaster Preparedness Symposiu m.,, CAN no.27 :l l_12 (Oct.
1986).

Garlick, Karen and sylvia R_odgers. "New Directions in paper conserva-
tion." National preseroation.A/azo,s"no.5:B_9 (July f SAO;.- 

--- - -r--

-.^}^.!o.a 
of the tenth anniversary co.rferencJorihe tnJtitute of paper conser-

vauon.

Henderson, 
9{!I._"Ad Hoc Committee on Curatorial Issues Raised by Con_

seryation. " CAN no.25:1 1 (Apr. 19g6).
Hyll^.Gu.y A., "Ohio Conservation Committee., ' CAN no.25:11 (Apr.

1e86).

"International conference on preseryation of Library Materials, Vienna, 7-10
April 1986." IFLA^Journat 12, no.3:240-42 (Aug.'1986).

. Keporr or the conrerence convened by the conference of Directors of Na_tional Libraries, IFLA, and UNESCO. 
'

"ribrary of congress Hosts LBI Fall rechnorogy workshops.,, New Librarlt
Scene 5, no.6:8-9 (Dec. 1986).

McCrady, Ellen. "AIC,Chicago, May 19g6-a Report. ,, Abbelt Newsletter 70,
no.4:49-57 (Aug. 1986).
Summarizeithe-a.rnuiconference. of-special interest is the report of ajoint

::.^.]l^1"" 
disasters, sponsored by the bookjpaper, and photograpt i. -utJriut.

sPecratty groups.

-- ^ __.'' An lJnprecedented Conference,', A b bey Newslatur 10, no. 4..54 (Au g.
1986\.
Announces the annualcoqftr"ll" of the (British) Library Association, this

f"f^t 
t_orpottror"ed by the National Preservatlon office of tlie British Library.

r ne entlre conlerence and three postconference seminars focus exclusirrely onpreservation of library materials.

McKern, Debra. "wei To workshop." Abbey Newsrater 10, no.4:5-7 (Aug.1986).

infested books.

Ma1iry, Stephen. "P_ost_-conference report; Library preservation: Fundamen-
tal Techniques. " -RZSD Ne.wslettn l i, no.l:1-4 (tSAO;.
Describes the last in the series of ALA/RTSD/Li conferences funded in part

by a Mellon grant.

Ml.TuI, Toby. "ConSect Meeting.,, CAN no. 24:15,22 (fan. 19g6).
. Briefly reports annual .meeting of conservation SectiJn of the Society of
American Archivists (SAA).
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"HRC Symposium." CANno-26:12-l3fluly 1986). .
Relates proceedingsbf the symposium "Paper: the Conservtion__of Mean-

ing," heldit Harry F.unro* Humanities Resource Center (HRC), University
of Texas at Austin. Presentations covered both theoretical and management as-
pects of conservation and included hands-on demonstrations.

"IPC Tenth Anniversary Conference. " CAN no.26: 11 (July 1986)'

"Preservation for Collection Managers." C^4N no.27:15 (Oct'
1986).
Report of the ALA/RTSD preconference.

"New Directions in Paper Conservation'" Abbelt Newsletter 10, no.3:37-38

$une 1986).
ihi. .rr*r.rury of the Institute of Paper Conservation conference includes

brief reports of recent important technological and procedural developments.
' ' Preservation Management Institute for Archivist s.' ' National Presaaation News

no.6:11 (Oct .  1986).
Reports on a two-week institute presented inJune 1987, cosponsored by SAA

and the Northeast Document Conservation Center. The purpose is to provide
intensive training for archivists responsible for development of a preservation
program.

"Preservation Microfilming Conference Draws Full House," National Presmta-
tion News no.4:15-18 (Apr. 1986).
Report of the conferenie "Preservation Microfrlming: Administrative Is-

sr-res,t' cosponsored by LC, ALA/RTSD, and SAA.

Rader, Flannelore B., "Library Resources in Wisconsin: The Preservation
Outiook. " Cotlege E Ruearch Libraries Neus 47 , no. 10:649-50 (Nov. 1986)'
Outlined needs-for preservation in Wisconsin, detailed services available,

and proposed a plan for a Wisconsin state preservation program.

"Recommendations from the Vienna Conference. " National Preseraation News
no.6:7 (Oct .  1986).

Riemer, Janet T. "NARA Preservation Conference'" CAN no. 25:.12-13
(Apr. 1986).
it.po.tr a one-day conference held by the National Archives and Records

Administration coveiing topics such as fiim as a Preservation medium, research
and development of indoor air-pollution control, and evaluation of a conserva-
tion treatment proposal.

Ruschoff, Carlen and Karen A. Schmidt. "Technology at the Library of Con-
gress. A Report on the LITA/LC Institute, May 5-7." LITA Newsletter
no.26:  10-13 (Fal l  1986).
Brief outlines of all technological developments at LC, many of which include

preservation as an area ofconcern and goal for action.

Russell, Ann. "Evaluating Library Preservation Options Workshop'" C'4N
no.25:  1 1,12 (Apr.  1986).

Simpson, Ethel C., "Arkansas Academic Librarians Hear Conservation Pro-
gram. ' '  CAN no.27 :12- 13 (Oct. 1986).

Smith, Michael O. "Basic Training with the Captain in Michigan." CAN
no.24:12(Jan. 1986).
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wyso_cki, A. "International conference of preservation of Library Materials.',
IFLAJournal 12, no.4:3ll-14 (Nov. l9g6).

PnssnnvetroN pRocRAMs
INsrrrurroN -Besep Pnocneus

,^Ih..tg 
repgrls generally include a short history of preservation prograrns, a

oescnptron or therr components, and an outline of their plans for futuie devel-
opment.

Bo:mgalr_rd.en, wesley L. and Harry campbell. "preservation at The ohio'116.@rucrr ,  vyrrr ry L.  ar lo r tarry L iampDel l .  - .preservat lon 
at

State Ilr iversity T,i l_1ur1. s." pA{y_o.25 :6-2,t6 (Apr. 19g6).
Ho+qrr, Richard A. "Preservation Efforts 

"t 
tfr.jC.ir.ili l-,iUXi"r,

of Texas at Austin.".C,4Nno.?5:1-3 ,21-23 (Apr. 19g6).
Montori, Carla T. and lames R. Canarv. ,,preseruarion ar Iontori,. Carld- andJames R. Canary. ,,preservation uf l.rdiurru

Libraries. " CAN no.27:8,26-27 (Oci. 19S6).reB6).
"NLM Preservation Program Updlte. " Natiinar preseraation News

University

University

n o . 6 : 1 0 - 1 1

Preserves Moravian Music Manu-

(Oct. 1986).
Pyatt, Timolhy O "Conservation project

^ scripts." CANno.26:1,2 (July 1986).
schieber, Paul. "Harry RrTgq Humanities Research center: preserving the

Creative Pro cess. " Res earc h Libraies in O C LC : A euartertl, ii. tZ, i_: (A"ti*"
1986).

ward, christine w. "Preservation at the New york state Archives.,' cz4N
no.26:4-5,23-24 fluly 1986).

ARL/OMS PnpsrnverroN Pr.eNNrNc pnocnev Rnponrs
Preservation Planning Program (ppp) studies were published by several li_braries that served as dJmonitratioir sitJs r"r oMs *iin i""Ji"e"L"* NnH.

Pemonstrarion-projecJ libraries conducted i"-d.pah J";l;r-;.iP,;r.."r,utio' u.-trvrtles and needs and lbrmulated plans to initiate new projects ind upgrade ex-isting ones.

cr-ownenwett, Philip N. "Is There Life After ppp?" cAN no.26:7,15 (July
1986).

, D-escribes the experiences of the Dartmouth college Library, one of three pi-lot PPP sites in 1 981 . offers an interesting perspectiv"e on tn" d.rr.?it. urrd .ort..
Final.Rep.ort of _the Prueraation planning program studlt Team, The centerfor Research

Libraries. Washingon, O.C.: eRi, tbgO.
riry!,Repo1! 

lf tlu Preseruation Planning program study Team, Northuestern (Jnioersity
Library Washington, O.C.: nnl,l tge"6.

Humphreys,. Betsy.L., "NLM Preservation rJpdate.', National preseraation
Neus. no.4_:4-5 (Apr. 1986).

. 
Report offindings of the Nitional Library of Medicine's self-study. Enumer-

ates some of the actions recommended to assure long-terrrr a"Jiiuuitity orNLM's biomedical research collection.
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"OMS Receives Additional NEH Grant for Preservation Planning." Associa-

tion oJ Research Libraries Newsletter no.131:9.(Aug'.29, 1986)'
NEIi awarded OMS a grant to support the re-vision and expansion of both

the manual and resource iotebook 
"ria 

Uy institutions conducting the OMS

PPP.

Presnoation Planning Program Studt Rep|rt, Smithsonian Institution Libraries (Wash-

ington,  D.C. :  ARL,  1986).

Preserualion Planning Program, (Jniaersitlt oJ Tennessee, Knoxuille Library Final Report

(Washington, D.C. : ARL, 1986).

Preseraation ProgramJor the (Jniaersitlt oJ Oregon^Library' The^Final Report oJ the Presu-

aation Planning Piogram (Washington, D.C': ARL, 1986)'

Preseraing The Ohio State (Jnioersity Libraria' Collections: The Ohio Snte Unittersitl

Librafia Preseraation Planning Frogro* (Washington, D'C': ARL' 1986)'

Stitts, Maxine, "Preservation Issues in Technical Services: Discoveries of PPP

Participants," RTSD Newsletter 11, no.3:25-27 (^1986)'.-n*..rpir 
f.oi" four programs showing analyses of technical services Practices

that affeit and are affected by action on preservation concerns'

Coopnnerrvp PnrsenvetloN PRocRAMS

Agresto, John. 
,,Preserving our Heritage." National Preseroarion News

no.5:1-13 (July  1986).
ir.rrr..ipt[f an addr6ss delivered at the New York conference, 'oOur Mem-

ory at Risli," held at the end of a three-year project to analyze preservation
;;'.dr-d-lt; rt;i;'s libraries and archives.'Looks a1 preservation as a political,

social, and scholarly imperative.

Bello, Susan E. Cooperatiue Preseraation Effgrtl of Acadmic Libraiu',IJrbana-- 
CL*f.lgn: Univ'. of Illinois GraduatJSchool of Library and Information

Science, 1986.
A histoiy and analysis of major plans for cooperative preservation programs

in U.S. libraries over the past thirty years'

Brittle Books: Reports oJ the Committee on Preseruation and Access. Washington, D. C ' :

Council on Library Resources, 1986.
Summarizes the work of the cLR committee on Preservation and Access,

Ji".;;;;;s are published as appendixes. This final.report outline-s the prob-

lems of d'eteriorating materials, discusses the committee's principles and as-

sumptions, and presents plans for action and funding'

Broom, Andrew. "The ICA Committee on Conservation and Restoration'"
IFLA Journal 12, no.4:314-16 (Nov. 1986).
Descrlibes the purpose and aciivities of the Conservation and Restoration

Committee of thi Inlernational Council on Archives. The committee, which

cooperates with IFLA in a number of areas, including conservation, Promotes
tireLdoftion of archival conservation techniq.ues that meet the highest standard

;;;ictmember countries, publishe-s.aiournal (Conseruation Nazr.rs), and is

workiig on a multilin gual Glossirlt of Archiue Conseruation Terms'

cain, Mark E. ,,Preservation and Access committee." cAN no.24:8 (Jan.

1e86).
Reports the background of cLR's Preservation and Access committee, re-

viewJits charge, and discusse s its Interim Report.
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"CLR establishes Commission on Preservation and Access. " National Preseroa-
tion News no.4:2-3 (Apr. l986).

"Commission on Preservation and Access: Recent activities. " National Preserua-
tion News no.5:4-5 (July 1986).

"Commission on Preservation and Access: Recent Activities. " National Preser-
aation News no.6:9-10 (Oct. 1986).

"cooperatiyePreservation Programs Meet to Discuss Needs, Goals, and Strat-
egies." National Preseraation Neus no.3:3-5 (Jan. l9g6).
Reports on the initial meeting of representaiives of thiiteen cooperative pres-

ervation programs from state, iegional, and national levels.

Mccoy, Richard w. "RLG Preservation Activities in the context of the vi-
enna Conference." National Preseruation News no.25: l-4 (fuly l9g6).
Reviews the RLG cooperative Microfilm project and of6rs it as a model for

international cooperation.
''NAGARA Issues Report on Preservation Needs in state Archives. " National

Preseruation News no.3;l-3 (Tan. 1986).
. R_eviews the findings of a yiarlong stirdy assessing the preservation needs of

the fifty states' archives.

Ny...r, Karl.."New York Forges Action plan: .Our Memory at Risk., ,, Zi-
blau Journal 1 1 1, no. 12: 14-15 (June 1986).

" $.Ro_.1r on a daylong conferenie to examine a document outlining the state
of New York's plan to preserve its documentary heritage.
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"OCLC and RLG Exchange Preservation Records. " National Presnttation News
no.4:5-6 (Apr.  1986).

"Preservation Initiatives in the States." National Presentation News no.6:l-6
(Oct. 1986).
iterriews activities in California, Illinois, NewJersey, New York, Ohio, and

Wisconsin, all of which have or are planning statewide cooperative preservation

Programs.
Russell, Ann. "Cooperative Preservation Programs," CAN no.25:11 (Apr'

1968).
Brief report of meeting of representatives of cooperative preservation pro-

grams, heid to facilitate iommunication, plan for sharing resources, ide^ntify
Jo-*or needs, and place themselves within the national preservation effort.

"Regional Conservation Centers. " CAN no.27:15 (Oct. 86)'
Records mee"ting of ten nonprofit regional conservation centers in May 1986

to discuss common problems and plan coordinated actions.

Smith, Merrily A. "The IFLA Core Programme on Preservation and Conser-
vation (PAC). " IFI'AJournal12, no.4:305-6 (Nov. 1986).
Reviews developmeniof IFLA's PAC programme, its organization and

management, andihe areas it will address (policy, research, coordination, edu-
cation, and publication).

"IFLA Establishes Preservation Core Programme." National Preser-
oation News no.6:8-9 (Oct. 1986).

Sparks, Peter G., and Merrily A. Smith. 1'All"-4 Re-port^1985 of the IFLA^PAC 
Programme." IFLAJournal 12 no.2:137-38 (May 1986). -

Reports t"he formation of ihe new IFLA Core Program-9 9l Preservation
and ionservation. LC will be the international focal point of this Programme'
and be involved in several areas ofactivity.

Starr, MaryJane, "The Preservation of Canadian Newspapers. " Microform Re-
aiew 15, no.3:162-64 (Summer 1986).
Discusses the Nationai Library of Canada's Decentralized Program for Ca-

nadian Newspapers, a cooperative project to collect, preserve, and mal<e avail-
able all Canadian newspapers-past, Present, and future.
,,statewide Planning for Preservation: the New York Experience." National

Preseraation News no.4:l-2 (Apr. 1986).

Sullivan, Larry E. "United States Newspaper Program, Progress and Pros-
pects. " Microjorm Reoiew 15, no.3: I58-6I (Summer _1986)-
i)resents a brief history of newspaper printing in the lJ.S., d-escribes the prob-

lems associated with preiervationand bibliogtaphic control of newspapers, and
discusses a national coordinated program to identify, catalog, and microfilm
newspaper titles identified as scarie and ofscholarly research value.

Ward, Christine. "Our Memory at Risk. " CAN no.27:12 (Oct. 1986)'
Reports on New York state conference.

SBT,ICTTON FOR PRESERVATION

Atkinson, Ross W. ''Selection for Preservation: a Materialistic Appro ach." Li-
brarlt Resources {d Technical Seraices 30, no.4:341-53 (Oct./Dec. 1986)'
Sufgests a framework for preservation selection based on the relationship of

colleciion development and preservation. Within this framework, constructs a
system for coordinated, cooPerative preservation programs.
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COuTunncTIL LIBRARY BINDING
"Bookbinding Past, Present, and Future." New Librarlt Scene 5, no.5:7 (oct.

1986).
Reviews a seminar for library binders to cliscuss changing demands made by

librarians concerned with preservation needs. S.rgg..t"d"*u-y;;;;;;, those del
mands.

DeCandido, Robert. "Out of.the euestion." CANno.26:17 fluly t9g6).
A clear and sensible discussion ofho* to choose a library bind.-1, whose ser-

vices match your needs.

"Out of the Question." CANno.27:9, 17 (Oct. 1986).
A "prequel" to the author's column on seleciing a binder, ihis article dis-

cusses the development of binding specifications.

Jac_obsen, Bruce. "compute,r communications and Binderies." New Librar2
Scene5 no.2:1,12 (Apr.  1986).
A general overview of computer use by library binders and by libraries' bind-

ery preparations units. suggests the development of customized software.

CoNsnnvetroN TREATMENTs
"Binding Repair Unit Keeps on Roll ing." National preseruation News

no.4:10-1 I  (Apr .  1986).
Description of LC's mobile bjryfing repair unit and its place in the range of

preservation services offered at LC.
DeSandido, Robert. "Out.of the-Question." CANno.24:15 (Jan. g6).

This column deals with the.-problems of using pr.rr.rr.-r"rriitive tape on li-
brary and archival materiaib. Discusses various iypes of tape and adhesives and
gives cautionary advice on their use.

Mo{.o.y, carolyn clat+a carole Dya). conseraation Treatment procedures,2d
ed. (Litt leton, Colo.: Libraries Unlimited, 1986).
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This enlarged and revised edition is a welcome addition to the literature on

treatment of"materials of nonartifactual value. It includes administrative and

organizational information, but its greater value lies in its descriptions of treat-

ment procedures.

Ouelette, David. "Book Conservation Procedures: Some Variations." Abbel

Newsletter 10, no.3:46-47 (June 1986)'
Describes author's uncon;ntional solutions to some common specific prob-

lems in the conservation of rare materials. His description of washing bound

books, based on reading disaster-recovery literature, is ofspecial interest.

Palmer, Patricia. "What's a Bookbinder?" CAN no.27:74-15 (Oct' 1986)'

Reports a panel discussion by bookbinders and conservators about their

craft.^Opens i diffet"ttt world for the librarian/administrator'

Schlefer, Elaine R., "Wrappers With Magnetic Closures. " Abbel Newsletter 10,

no.5:74(Oct .  1986).
Gives diiections foiconstructing two types of protective wrap_pers with mag-

netlc closures. Makes good pointsibout i6e advintages of this closure method'

Shahani, chandruJ. "Letter to Editor." Abbel Newsletter I0, no.2:20 (Apr.

1e86).
The author. a research scientist at LC, summarizes the effects of encapsula-

tion on both acidic and deacidifred papers.

Wachter, Wolfgang. "Mechanizing Restoration Work-the Deutsche Buche-

,.i, L.iprig,?nd"Its Role as a Relgional Centre for IFLA." IFLAJournal 12,

no.4:307-9 (Nov.  1986).
Describes thi Office for'the Care of Stocks at the Deutsche Bucherei in Liep-

zig, German Democratic Republic, which oversees the various preservation
rn'i.Ltrr".rrution efforts there. These efforts focus on restoration activities, edu-

cation and training, and research'

RnronvretuNc As A MEANs oF PRESERVATToN

Bourke, Thomas A. ,,The Microfilming of NewspaPers: an overview ." Micro-

Jorm Reaieu 15, no.3:154-57 (Summer 1986).

Burdick, AmritaJ. ,,Library Photocopying: The Margin of caring," Neu Li-

brarlt Scene 5, no.3:17-18 (June 1986).
Sufgests several ways to iri.ti*ire damage to books while photocopying.

Calmes,  Alan,  "New Conf idence in Microf i lm'"  L ibraryt  Journal  l l l ,

Dodson, susan cates. "Microfilm Types: There Really is a^choice." Library

Resources I Technical Seraices 30, no.'l:84-90 flan'/Mar' 1986)'
compares the physical characieristics and longevity of silver halide, diazo,

and vesicular frlms.
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"LibtStt of congr.ess Announces Public opening of Access to optical Disk
lS.fl: lgsy." LibraryofCongresslnformatioiButtit in45,no.T:61-OZ,O+1n.U.
1 7 , 1 9 8 6 ) .
Reports on opening of print project of optical Disk pilot program to pubric

use.

r-ylgh.' clifford A., and E^dwin Brownrigg. "conservation, preservation, and
Digitization. " ColpS-e. €! lesearch Libraiics 47 , no.4:329-el g"iy f SAO).'
Proposes the use of digital technologies to preserve informaiion and irirprove

access via reformatting.

Montag re, Robert. "A Nation's printed Heritage on Microfiche." cAN
no.24:7,24 flan. 1986).
Reviews hisiory and purpose of the canadian Institute for Historical Micro-

reproductions, founded to solve problems of preservation and access to printed
Canadiana.

"NRMM Recon Proiect is Funded." National preseruationNaas no.5:6 (June
1986).

"P.1o^tg!ype Copier Finds a Home at IJSC.,' Abbelt Nezasletter 10, no.6:92 (Dec.
1986).

Rnsnlncr AND TEcHNoLoGY
Che_p-esiuk, Ron. "On Assignment.,, Wilson Library Bulletin 60, no.l0 (June

1986).
Interviews Richard Smith_of wei To, manufacturer of a nonaqueous book

deacidificatio".qyr!g1 and Joyce Banks of the Nationar Libraryli canada,
whlch uses the wei To system in a large-scale deacidification faiility
"computer News From Australia." Abbelt Newsletter 10, no.2:17,1g (Apr.

1986).
Reports continuing efforts to develop a conservation-related database lbr a

cooperatlve national information system for Australia's libraries.
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"Encapsulation Research ." Abbel Newsletter 10, no.1:1 (Feb. 1986).
Reports on the testing conduct-ed by LC's Research and Testing Laboratory

into mylar and polypropylene, to determine effects on paper encapsulated.

" Gamma Radiation Approval Seen. " Abbe2 Newslater I 0, no' 1 : 1 2 (Feb. 1 986).
Congress may approve higher levels of ionizing radiation for food preserva-

tion. This radiition kills insicts, bacteria, and other microorganisms, and is
used by conservators to kill molds common in libraries and archives.

Griffrn, Jeff. "The Print Project Retrieval System. " National Presnaation Neus
no.5:16-18 f lu ly  1986).
Describes Le 's research into the most effective way to retrieve periodical lit-

erature in optical digital disk mode.

C omp utn Tec hno lo g1t for C ons era ator s Halifax, Nova Scotia : International lnstitute
for Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works, Canadian Group, 1986
(Eleventh IIC-CG Conference Workshop, Halifax, 1985).
bontai.ts information on how conservat6rs use comPuters, on databases of

particular interest to conservators, and on computer-assisted design and manu-
facturing.

players.

"The Koppers Deacidification Patent." Abbey Newslettn 10, no.6:85-86, 88
(Dec. 1986).
ileproduces excerpts of U.S. patent granted for a deacidification method

which may be a promising mass deacidification technique.

Manns, Basil, and Tamara Swora. "Books to Bits: Digital Imaging at the Li-
brary of Congress." Journal oJ Information and Image Management 19,
no.  10:26-32 (Oct .  1986).
Discusses the continuing evolution of LC's digital imaging system, describes

the development of the daiabase, and provides a detailed technical overview of
the.configuration, input, image procesiing, compression, and hardware specifi-
catrons.

"New Ways to Remove Lignin. " Abbe2 Neusletter l0, no.l : 1,2 (Feb. 1986).
Reports results of two research projects which found new methods to separate

cellulose from lignin, the "glue" ihat binds cellulose fibers in plants and causes
wood-pulp paper to weaken.

"Preservation Data Elements for IJSMARC. " National Preserttation News no.5:7

fluly 1986).
F,"po.tt on a meeting of an ad hoc working group assembled by the Network

Devel,opment and MARC Standards Office, to identify preservation decision-
making data for possible inclusion in USMARC format.

"The Preservation Research and Testing Office." National Presnaation News
no.3:9-11 (Jan.  1986).
Recounts tfie history and development of the offrce and describes some of its

work and contributions to preservation.

Storch, Paul S. "A Brief Look at Applications of Ins6umental Analysis in Con-

servation. " CAN no. 27:25-26 (Oct' 1986).
ieviews technology developed for research in natural sciences as applied to
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materials analysis in a conservation lab

LC MAss DEAcrDrFrcATroN pno;ecr
LC worked for over ten years to develop a method for the mass deacidifrcation

of books and_other paper-based library materials. It patented a process to arrest
paper degradation and extend the useful life of matirials. Thii process, which
neutralizes.paper's acrdity and leaves an alkaline reserve to guard against
reacidification, is based on a gas-phase impregnation of the maierials wi-th di-
ethyl zinc (DEZ).

LC contracted with an engineering team from Northrup services to construct
a small-scale book deacidifiiation teit facility at the Nati,onal Aeronautics and
space Administrations's^(NASA) Goddard Space Flight center. The data ob-
1ai1ed froa operation of the tesf facility wasio be usid in construction of the
tull-scale Mass Book Deacidification Facility at Fort Detrick, Maryland. Before
the entire test series could be completed, thL facility *as d.mageiby two sepa-
rate fires and a small explosion caused by accidental .*po.,r.. 8rriq,lia DEi to
air' NASA engineers subsequently conciuded that the lines of the Jhemical de- .
hvery system should be cut to forestall further incidents. For safety reasons, the
t^tl:r_y:l: ."1remotely by detonatingsmall cu-tting charges attachJJto the pipes
and valves ol.the delivery syst"em. This caused a third fiie. The facility waj shut
down pending a review.

LC and NASA concluded that c.ontin'ed,operation of the test facility and de-
sign of the full-scale treatment facility should'be handled uy 

".rr"rri.ir 
proces-

sor. LC negotiated a contract with a chemical design firm utia u t rul* *inufac-
turer of metal alkyls for the design, constructionl and operation Lf a new test
facilitv.

Much was written about this series of incidents. All the facts of the case are
not yet \nown, and reviews of the test facility's design and procedural flaws are
incomplete. when all the facts are assemblea Lc .i'n deteimine whether rede-
sign of the facility can correct the errors in the system. Yet some argue that the
entire enterprise should be abandoned.

rents follow:
>." Librarl of Congress Information Bulletin

Deacidifrcation Test Facility. " Library

'' Library' s Book Deacidifi cation pro g.;l ili*3l.t*.i3tr?towing a Review
of Incidents at Pilot Plant." LibrarL of congress InJormation Eulletin 45,
no.27:255-56 fluly 7, 1986).

"News and Notes from NPPO: DEZ Update: National preseruation News
no.6:  18-19 (Oct .  1986).

Nyren, Karl. "Demolition Team Knocks Out LC Deacidificationplant.,, Li-
brary Jour13! l l l , no.7 :12-l 3 (Apr. 1986).

"TheDEZ Process and the Library of Congress. " LibraryJournal lll,
no.15:33-35 (Sept .  15,  1986).

"ft 's Time to Dump DEZ." LibraryJournal l l l , no.l5;4 (Sept. 15,
1986).

------:-. "LC Reports Flaws inDEZ Process; Will Contract With Chemical
^ Firm." LibraryJiurnal l l7, no.13:22 (Aug. iSAO;.
Patterson, Robert H. "Mass Deacidification: the Bad News and the Good

News." CAN no.26:3 (Iulv 1986).
Sparks- ,  Peter  G.  "LC;s Mass beacid i f icat ion. , ,  L ibrary Journal  l l l ,

no.  13:  10-1 I  (Aug.  1986).
Welsh, Wiltilt"_j' 

iin Defense o f DEZ : LC's Perspec tiv e.,, Library Journal | 12,
no. I :62-63 (Jan. 1987).
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PRESERVATION OF NONNOOT MATERIALS

Griffrn, Marie P. "Preservation of Rare and lJnique Materials at the Institute
of Jazz Studies." CAN no.25:8-9 (Apr. 1986).
DJscribes the institute's project to preierve, catalog, and index sound record-

ings, and to protect its clippings file for eventual microfilming.

"More on Photogard." Abbelt Newsletter 10, no'5:70 (Oct. 1986).
Contains details on film-coating process described in theJune issue.

"Nearly Archival Color Micrographs." Abbey Newsletter 10, no.2:18 (Apr.
1986).
Reports development of color films said to be good for 100 years at normal

temperature and relative humidity.

Olson, Nancy B. "Hanging Your Software IJp to Dry. " College I Research Li-
braries News 47 , no.10:634-36 (Nov. 1986).
Describes the successful salvage and recopying of over 100 wet microcom-

puter disks.

"Photogard. " Abbey Neutslettn 10, no.3:38 flune 1986).
Describes a proiess for coating film in order to protect it from damage

through use.

"Testing the Disk: Predictions of Longevity." National Preseraation Neus
no .3 :11 -13  f l an .  1986 ) .
The Preservition Testing Project component of LC's Optical Disk Pilot Pro-

gram is developing methods to evaluate the quality of electronic information
stored on disks.

Williams, Gene. "Taking Care of the Small Computer: A Guide to Librari-
ans." Wilson Library Bulletin 61, no.4:14-16 (Dec. 1986).

"The VCR in the Library: Tips on Care and Maintenance." Wilson
Library Bulletin 61 no. 2 : 14- 1 7 (Oct. 1986).

EMERGENCIES AND DISASTERS

But ler ,  Randal l .  "The Los Angeles Centra l  L ibrary F i re."  CAN
no.27 :l-2,23-24 (Oct. 1986).
An excellent report of the aison that destroyed/damaged huge numbers of

books at the LA Public Library. Provides a detailed account ofrescue opela-
tions, efforts to continue service to the public, and the massive freeze-drying
process undertaken by McDonnell Douglas.

Etherington, Don. "1985 Rare Book Fire." Abbel Newsletta 10, no.5:72 (Oct.
1e86).
Describes effects of extremely high heat on bindings and binding materials,

observed after a fire in a publishing company/rare books dealer's offices.

Eulenberg,Julia Niebuhr . Handbookforthe Recoaery of Water Damaged Business Rec-
ords. (PiiirieVillage, Kans.: Association of Records Managers and Adminis-
t rators,1986).
Aimed at business record managers, it does not mention books, but is strong

in its coverage of paper records, magnetic media, photographic records, and
specialized media.

"Freeze Drying." Abbelt Newsletter 10, no.5:71 (Oct. 1986).
This exceileni article-gives facts about the freeze drying process itself, includ-

ing how to find someone who can freeze dry wet books, how to communicate
wiih that person, and how to make sure the drying is done correctly.
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George, Susan C. and Cheryl T. Naslund. "Library Disasters: a Learning Ex-
perience. " College E Research Libraries News 47 , no.4:251-57 (Apr. 1986).
Excellent article on a series of water-related emergencies at Darlmouth Col-

lege's Kresge Library. Clear explanations, descriptibns, and advice.

"L.A. Public Library Burns. " Abbelt Newsletter 10, no.3:33-34 (June 1986).

Matthew, Fred W. "Dalhousie Fire. " Canadian LibraryJournal43, no.4:221-26
(Aug. 1986).
An excellent article on the 1985 fire at Dalhousie lJniversity's law library in

Halifax, Nova Scotia. Candid evaluation of what went well u.rd *hut did not.

Morris, John . The Library Disaster Preparedness Handbook (Chicago: American Li-
brary Assn., 1986).
Although the definition of ''disaster'' may be too broad, this book is an excel-

lent source of information on a wide range of topics. ;

"\shtmare II in LA." Abbey Neuslatur 10, no.5:69 (Oct. 1986).
Describes the second arson at beleagured LA Public Library, this one de-

stroying most of the Music Reading Room collection. Water and structural
damage to the building were extensive.

"Quick Dehumidification after Floods." Abbey Newsletter 10, no.5:69 (Oct.
1e86).
Report on a machine used for drying grain in elevators, which might be used

to dehumidify wet buildings quickly and thoroughly, even when they are full of
wet books.

"Regional Disaster Programs: DRAT and DAMP." Abbey Nezasletter 70,
no.6:85 (Oct .  1986).
Briefnews ofthree regional cooperative disaster recovery plans.

Reicher, Leslie Arden. ' '9 to 5: the Textbook Disaster. ' ' CAN no .26:6, 10 (July
1986).
Describes a well-controlled emergency at Brandeis University Library.

Schaeffer, Roy. "Ounce of Prevention Sympositrn." CAN no.24 10-11,14
flan. 19B6).
A detailed, clear report of a symposium sponsored by the Toronto Area Ar-

chives Group and the Archives of Ontario.

Van Artsdalen, MarthaJ., "Winterthur: A Museum with Its Own Brand of
Firefrghting. " CAN no.24:1-4 (Jan. 1986).
Describes the museum's plans for preventing and coping with fire, including

its fire-fi ghting structure.

GRANTS, FUNDING SoURCES

"ARL Receives Grants for NRMM Recon Project. " Association oJ Research Li-
braries Neusletterno.130:I (June 18, 1986).

"Congress Funds Granting Agencies, NHPRC Lives." Abbel Newsletter 10,
no.6:92 (Dec. 1986).

" Environmental Control Made Possible by Grant. " Abbey Newslettn 10, no. 7 :4
(Feb. 1986).
Northwestern University received a $75,000 grant from Pew Memorial

Trust to apply to the installation of environmental controls in the libraries.

Field,Jeffrey. "The Goals and Priorities of the NEH Offrce of Preservation."
CAN no.25:4-5,23-24 (Apr. 1986).
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Gives a history of the NEH Office of Preservation, presents its long-range
goals, explains the principles that guide its decisions about project funding,
clarifies its view ofitselfas an agent for the preservation ofsignificant research
materials.

"Grant News." CANno.24:21 (Jan. 1986).

"Grants to NEDCC and Hoover Institution." Abbey Newsletter 10, no.4:52
(Aus. 1986).

Kane, Katherine. "Colorado's Local Assistance Program. " CAN no.26:9,20
fluly 1986).
Describes the program of the Colorado Historical Society, a technical assis-

tance program with a strong commitment to conservation that grants funding to
the states' historical agencies.

"Mid-Atlantic Preservition Group Receives Exxon Grants. " Association oJ Re-
search Libraies Newsletter no. 131:8 (Aug. 29, 1986).

''NEFI, NEA, and IMS Reauthorized; Curran Rejected. " Abbel Newsletter 10,
no. l :3  (Feb.  1986).

' ' NEH Office of Preservation Fiscal 1 986 Awards to Date . ' ' National Preseraation
News no.4:7-9 (Apr. 1986).

"NEH Office of Preservation Additional Fiscal 1986 Grants. " National Preseraa-
tion Neus no.5:14-15 (July 1986).

"The Preservation Office and Gramm-Rudman-Hollings." National Preserua-
tion News no.4:19 (Apr. 1986).
A sobering description of the effects on the LC Preservation Offrce of the Bal-

anced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985.

"State Library Receives Preservation Funds." Research Libraries in OCLC: A

QuartnQ no. 20: 1 I (Summer/Fall 1986).
Reports on $141,000 NEH grant to New York State Library, Division of Li-

brary Services, to provide educational and technical assistance for conserva-
tlon.

EoucerroN AND TRAINTNG

"Audiovisual Aid to Preservation Planning Available." National Preseraation
News no.6:9 (Oct. 1986).
Announces availability of slide/tape presentation designed and produced by

National Preservation Program Office to aid formal program planning.

Baughman, Mary. "Book Conservation Training Deep in the Heart of
Texas. " Neu Librarlt Scme 5 no. 3 : 1, 5-9 fl une 1 986).
Describes the author's training as a book conservator at the Harry Ransom

Humanities Research Center (HRC) at the University of Texas at Austin.

"Commercial Library Binding: The Library's Perspective." Neut Librar2 Scene
5,  no.5:14 (Oct .  1986).
Reports,a SOLINET Preservation Program seminar introducing librarians

to commercial library binding as a means of preserving collections.

"Conservation Videotapes Completed." National Preseruation Neus no.6:19
(Oct. 1986).
NPPO announces coming availability of videotapes for loan and sale showing
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hands-on sessions presented at the A LA/LC conference , , Library preservation :
Fundamental Techniques.',

DePew, John. "FS{J's Library school offers conservation Lab course.,, Na-
tional Preseraation News no3:6-7 (Jan. 19g6).

'Johns.Hopkins 
to offer Tlltli"s in Book care and rreatment. " Abbe2 News-

letter 70, no.4:54 (Aug. 1986). 
-

M?:.y-,.Djanna B., "Preseryation Film planned by CLR, LC, and NEH. "
National Preserztation News no.4:6-8 (Apr. l9g6).
An1o,un9e.s production of 3 agc_upiStaV film'orr the preservation of library

materials, jointly sponsored by CLR, LC,'and NEH.

"Training _Gets International Attenti on." Abbelt Newsletter 1 0, no.3 : 35-36
(June 1986).

- 
Reports proceedings of two conferences, "workshop on the Evaluation of

rrarnrngCourses on Conservation of Movable Culturiproperty,', in Bogota,
colombia, and "Teaching of conservation una p.ese*uii""-MJ""g.-er,i,, i'
Vienna, Austria.

Trinkaus-Randall, Gregor. "After the Deluge, what Next? or How ECCL
Ran A Disaster Workshop. " CAN no.24:6iti ,Zt g"n. iseoj. 

---



"The tried-and-true Bowker titles are
still the leaders . . ."

lrich's Interna-
tional Periodicals
Directory 1987-88
lrregular Serials and
Annuals 1987-88
The next time
you need serials
information,
remember this:

". . if it comes to a
choice, Ulrich's is preferable . . ."
-Choice, March 1987

"lJlrich's is continuing its tradition
of wide coverage and accuracy. . .
lrregular Serials and Annuals still
seems the best source for identify-
ing difficult irregular titles . . .The
tried-and-true Bowker titles are still
the leaders. . ." -Reference Books
Bulletin, March 1987

And this:
In a recent survey of 1 200 librarians,
lJlrich's and lrregular Serials and Annu'
als were overwhelmingly selected as
the best sources for most-often-needed
serials information:
. Address information
.  Per iodicals by Subiect
o Former Ti t le
o Microform Avai labi l i ty
r  Circulat ion
o Subscription Rates
.  Abstract ing and Indexing

Services Informat ion
o Soecial Features
.  Onl ine Avai labi l i ty

And this:
More than 93olo gave high ratings to
Ulrich's and lrregular Serials and Annu-
a/s for Accuracy and Inclusiveness.

The new editions of Ulrich's and lrregu-
lar  Ser ia ls and Annuals inc lude more
than 6,200 new publ icat ions,  63,145 re-
v ised entr ies,  2,345 publ icat ions ceased
since last year, and more than 107,000
l is t ings in a l l .  Our data comes direct ly

from over 59,00O
pub l ishers  in  197 coun-

tries-the largest net-
work of serials pub-
l ishers in the world.

Turn to the trusted
leaders whenever

you need accurate/
up-to-date infor-

mat ion on any regu-
lar ly  or  i r regular ly

issued ser ia l -

Ulrich's lnternational Periodicals Direc'
tory 1987-88 and lrregular Serials and
Annuals 1987-88.

SPECIAT OFFER_
Ulrich's/lrregular Serials and Annuals Set
Standing Order: $270.75 (save $49.15)
Single-year Order: $285.00 (save $34.90)
Includes FREE subscriPtion to The
Bowker tnternational Serials Database
(reg. price: $75.00).

Ulrich's 1987-1988
Sept 1987 I 0-8352-2379-5 | 2,5OO pp
Standing Order:  $151 95
Single-year Order: $1 59.95

lrregular Serials and Annuals 1987-88
Sept.  

' f  987 l0-8352-2382-5 /  1,900 pp.
Standing Order:  $1 51 95
Single-year Order:  $159 95

The Eowker International Serials Database
Update
Quarterly / ISSN: 0000-0982 / $75.00 per year
(Free when you order Uhich's/lrregular
Serials and Annuals Set)

TO ORDER
Call toll-free 800-521-81 10. In NY, AK, and
Hl, cafl collect 212-337-6934 In Canada,
800-537-8416 Or write: R R. Bowker Order
Department, P O Box 762, NY, NY 10Ol 1

R.R. BOWI(ER
IHE INTORMATION RgERENCE

COMIANY

FaY 0712 BB4O79
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Book Reviews

This  book  is  no t  a  manua l  bu t
rather a discussion of some of the
problems associated with the organi-
zation of nonprint materials. Ii ,,is

written with the object of showinghow
to interpret rules io meet local ieeds
utilizing technology available with the
object of producing maximum results
Iiom minimum effort."

In the f irst edit ion, publ ished in
1972, the author staked out a position
on descriptive cataloging rules apart
trom matnstream trends. He con-
tinues this stance in the second edition
by pro-posing a very liberal interpreta-
tion of some rules in AACR2. Inother
instances his recommendations con-
travene basic AACR2 principles; for
example, he advocates "entry under
title-.for everything except sound re-
cordrngs and art prints." Part 2 ofthe

standard cataloging practices through
networks, commercial catalogers, etc.
Ffowever, the discussions about sub-
ject access, acquisitions, and general
ca ta log ing  prob lems w i l l  in te res t
many. The text is interwoven with
useful suggestions about working with
a personal computer, and there is a

chapter on the construction ofa proce-
dural manual. The book is indexed
and has a brief bibliography.-Jean
Weihs, Toronto, Ontario

State Library of Victoia Selection Pol-
r'7. Melbourne, Australia : Library
Council of Victoria, 1986. 128p.
A $ 1 0 .  ( r s B N  0 - 9 0 9 9 6 2 - 5 2 - 0 ) .
(Available from The Accountant,
Library Council of Victoria, 328
Swanston St., Melbourne, Austra-
l ia 3000.)
This volume could be extremely

useful to some technical services del
partments as a sample selection policy
working document. The selection

subject vary somewhat, but usually
include the background and scope of
the collection. Some statementJ also
include appropriate relationships with
other institutions and projected future
development. Specifics concerning se-
rials, reference works, and nonbbok
materials may or may not be included.

The subject orientation of this vol-
ume may limit its usefulness; it is, af-
ter all, written for an Australian state
library. The questions of weeding and
preservation are not addressed in de-
tail. More important, there is no men-
tion of budget allocations. There is no
i!49*.,Alrl Ma.r.g_are! Benson, Linfietd
College, McMinnaille, Oregon.
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Conseraation Treatrnent Proced.ures :

U .S . ,  $36  e l sewhere  ( ISBN 0 -
87 287 -437 -o). LC 86-20948.
The purpose of this book is "to pro-

vide guidance for the professional li-
brarian who manages or supervises
book repair and maintenance activi-
ties as well as the paraprofessional or
technic ian who actual ly  does the
work. . This manual ideally will be
used to supplement hands-on training
with an experienced conservator" (p.
J l .' 

Conseroation Treatment Procedures has
been expanded and thoroughly re-
vised. Six new repair procedures have
been added. New photographs and re-
written text accompany the Proce-
dures that were retained from the first
edition. The larger number of photo-
eraphs eenerally illustrates the proce-
drrral steps better than those in the
first edition, although the reproduc-

tion. The list of supplies and suppliers
has been updated. There is no index.

Reuieus and Reaicuing. Ed. bY A. J.
Walford. Phoenix, Ariz.: OrYx,
1986. 248p. $38.s0 (ISBN 0-89774-
390-3) .  LC 86-16371.
The 6ditor of the modestly titled

Waford's Guide to ReJnence Materialhas
assembled fourteen solid essays by
British librarians on book reviewing.
Two eeneral essays that treat the art of
rerrieiing and the obligations of re-
view editors are followed by sections

often reproducing excerPts. ,
The British viewpoint of the au-

thors is sometimes apparent: only one
non-Brit ish review is cited among
iournals that review cinema; of twenty
ieviewing iournals in technologY,
thirteen are gritish. Some topics im-
portant to a U.S. audience (e.9., per-
iorming arts and women's studies) are
omitted, as are reviews of microforms
and databases. More serious is the
lack, except for inclusion of American
Iournal of Psvchiatrv in the section on

"medicin"e, oi ttty-tor.rt.e in psychol-
ogy.-An 

agreeable exception to the neu-
tral and impersonal tone of the essays
is Michaef Walsh's "Religion and

nals, an intimate acquaintance with
the literature in his two fields. J. D'
Hendry's "The Administrative Role
of the Eook-Review Editor" objects to
the imposition of word limits on re-
views ind states that editors are obli-
eated to review books theY request
irom publishers-advice that sea-
soned 

-editors 
will frnd at best naive.

biblioeraphv, and the book concludes
with Jn ina'e* of authors, titles, and
subjects.

The onlv similar work, Richard
Gray's Guide to Book Reaiew Cintions
(1968). lacks explanatorv text and is
irow iir'need of revision. The book will



be useful to publishers of reviews and
to librarians as a guide to locatins re-
views for book selection, but 6oth
should remember its British bias anJ
its disavowal of exhaustiveness.-
Robert Bala1, Choice, Middletown, Con-
necttcut.

Hurnan Aspects oJ Library Automa-
tion: Helping Staff and patrons
Cope. Ed. by Debora Shaw. Clinic

brary. Data Processing Applications
examine all three of these iieas. Dis-
cussions on staff reactions to automa-

human resources plan prior to auto-
matron.

Ergonomic considerations in staff

automation projects in libraries dis-
cusses staff involvement in all the pre-
viously mentioned areas, euokirrg
many questions, commentS, and obl
servations from the audience.

Ijser considerations include discus-
sions on both intellectual and physical
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access to an automated system. Soe-
cial users, such as childreri and youlh,
the mentally and physically disabled,
the elderly and the non-English speak-
ing patron, are consideredin some of
the same aspects as the previous dis-
cussions on staff, i.e., psychological
and ergonomic needs.

Two other important topics covered
by the clinic thit affect tle user and
the. libra-ry staff are tips on the prepa-
ration of brochures to be used 

-Uy 
in.

public and general training conside.-
ations and a renewed interest in assur-

title to both the novice and the veteran
planning for l ibrary automation.-
Carol L_agasw, Rusnll Sage College, Troy,
New York.

Subject Access to Visual Resources Col-

Betz Parker. Washington, D.C.:
Qa^tqloglng Distributi,on Service,
1986.  135p.  paper,  $20.  LC g6:
20017 .
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bleeding from holes on hands"; but
not be able to infer from this that the
theme of the picture is Crucifixion or
Man of Sorrows. To make such an in-

images, Markey proposes an index to
iconograph ica l  descr ip t ions .  Her

book presents a model of how such an

inde i ,  ca l led  a  themat ic  ca ta log ,
mieht be constructed.

Zinkhu* and Parker, the authors of

the Library of Congress publication,
are also concerned about access, but
for scholars rather than desultory us-

ers, in particular for scholars whose
research would be facilitated if access
could be provided to visual images by
attributes such as mode of production,

have provided is a thesaurus of over
500 genre terms (e.g., cartoons, New
Yeai ' s  cards)  and PhYs ica l -
characteristic terms (e.9., comPuter-
aided designs, miniature works). The

thesaurus is intended to be used as a

source of terms for the MARC 655

field (genre headings) and 755 (physi-

cal characteristic headings).
The thematic catalog modeled bY

indexers who share characterist ics
with the novice users of the proposed

catalog, that is, they had no or limited
iconographical knowledge. The re-
maining steps involve asking the in-

been given as well as more discussion
of difficulties encountered in the ap-

culty in establishing an imPortant as-

sumption of the methodologY, uiz.,

that terms cluster because they are re-

lated according to iconographical
meaning (only about half of the clus-

ters could be so related bY the ico-

nographers in the studY).
The compilers of the graPhic mate-

rials thesauius also sought to incorpo-

rate something of the users' mindset

into the thesaurus. Their own ideas

were constantly refined by sugges-

tions from reviewers, i.e., users, from

libraries, museums, and archives'

The resulting product is a sophisti-

cated thesaurus that reconciles con-

oerhaps owing to this, well-articulated
Lieraichies and an admirable han-

dling of the insuperable problem of

muiua l l y  d is t ingu ish ing  sub jec t ,

genre, and physical characterist ic
terms.

The Markey book is Provided with

a serviceable' index, though i t  does



usual number of descendants.

. .Ar 3library community we may re-
joice in these two publications. 'ihat

there is mounting interest in develop-
rng new means of access to visual mi-
terials is excitine and that the authors
of both these books, in their fashion.
attempt to introduce user input into
the construction oftheir accesi tools is
commendatory. - Elaine Saenonius,
Uniaersity oJ Califtrnia- Los Angeles.

troduction in it because this book will be
of use. only to librarians just entering
the microcornputer arena.

Part I is divided into chapters cov-
ering types of library appiications.
Circulation-control, citalbg manage-
ment, serials and acquisitions mJn-
agement, and a few other applications
are covered adequately. For example,
the author uses the chapter on circula-
tion control to cover all the basic fea- ,
tures needed in a circulation software
pa&age. Charge, discharge, renewal,
and patron record-keeping are de-
scribed in a how-to method tiat will be
helpful to those unsure of what should
be included in circulation software.
The chapter concludes with a brief re-
view of several avai lable software
packages. Other applications are de-
scribed in a similai manner.

included with a chapter on f inance
and administrat ion ioftware which
would have been less confusing. The
coverage of spreadsheets and data-
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bases would have been greatly en-
hanced with some illustratibns ofcom-
mon library spreadsheef and database
models. This would make the written
expla.nations the author gives more
meaningful.

ers of the software, and testine the
software for error recovery.'Ihe 

author skims over'the area of
comrnunications software, an area
that all librarians will have to wrestle
with at some point. For example, the
book lacks a description of how such
software must be configured to com-
municate with other computers. Emu-
lation is barely mention;d; it would
have been helpful to learn when emu-
lation is needed and how to do this
with software.

No mention is made of "share-
ware" or "freeware." All librarians
setting up microcomputer operations
need to know that it is possible to get
decent software without decimating
the operations budget.

Builletin boards and electronic mail
are briefly covered. The descriptions
giuen would be enhanced by describ-
ing and showing screen displays from
a system relevant to librarians, such as
ALANET.

The basic components of micro-
computer hardware are covered ade-
quately. Enhancements such as ex-
panded memory boards, accelerator
boards, and other fancy gadgets are
not mentioned. Perhaps this is for the
best since a monographic publication
camot present the latest in hardware
developments.

Security methods for data, but not
hardware ,  a re  ment ioned.  S ince
many librarians are responsible for
main ta in ing  pub l ic  use  mic rocom-
puters, a brief description of available
hardware security devices seems war-
ranted.

The author has taken the time tolist
all of the organizations mentioned in
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the text. This will be useful to some ex-

tent. but a much more valuable aP-
pendix would have been a list of peri-

bd ica ls  conta in ing  mic rocomputer
information. A list of library-related

iourna ls  and non l ib rarY journa ls

would offer much assistance to new

microcomputer users struggl ing to

understand hardware and software.

An index would be helPful and would

have been a clever way to demonstrate
indexing software as described in

chapter 6.

The author's writing style is easy to-

read and understand. While some ol

the information presented is useful,

the book taken as a whole is of ques-

tionable value. A library school stu-

dent or librarian new to microcom-

Duters mav beneht from this book but

witt stitt hive to look to other sources

for current information '-Janet

Woodlt, Virginia Commonwealth Uniaer'

sity, Richmond.
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WILSONDISC OFFERS
! CD.ROil Access

Search each database on a
separate compact d isc.  And,
wi th the touch of  a but ton.
you can update your search
onl ine-ai  no addi t ional
charge !

r Online Access
For access to the most current
data,  subscr ibers to each
WILSONDISC database re-
ceive unl imi ted onl ine searcn
time in that database. You
pay only the nominal  hour ly
te lecommunicat ions rate-n()
addi t ional  charge!

Four Search llodes
for Users at All Leuels
I BROWSE llode

2 WILSEARCHO
llode
Easy-to-follow
menu oot ions
simpl i fy  search
formulat ion.

3 WILSONLINE@ ltode
The same commands avai lable
wi th the WILSONLTNE onl ine
retrieval system.

4 EXPERT ilode
Expanded screen handl inp
*thoo*ing iuncit""'r, i'"3'
more.

WILSONDISC Databases
Each database is available as a
separate compact d isc updated
and cumulated ouarter l i .
r  Appl ied Science &

Technology Index
I  Art  Index
r Biography Index
I  Business Per iodicals lndex
r Cumulat ive Book Index
I  Educat ion Index
I  Ceneral  Science Index
I  Human i t i es  I ndex
I Index to Legal Periodicals
I Library Liteiature
I  Readers 'Cuide to

Periodical Literature
I  Socia l  Sciences Index

Unlimited Online
Searching with Youl
WILSOI{DISC Subscription
Subscr ibers to a WILSONDISC
database can also take advantage
of unl imi ted onl ine searchingin
that  database for  the ent i re t6rm
of. their  subscr ipt ion.  The only
addi t ional  fee is  the nomina,
Wl LSONDISC te lecommunica-
t ions charge.

SPECIAL OFFER!
Demonstration Disc
Available
The specially-priced Wl LSONDI SC
Demonstrat i i rn Disc contains
six months of  data f  rom 16 Wi lson
databases,  and al lows al l  of  tne
CD-ROM search capabi l i t ies
avai lablewi th WILSONDISC. The
Demonstrat ion Disc is  avai lable
at $99, deductible from vour first
invoice fora regularWlLSONDlSC
database substr ipt ion.

To Order Call Toll.Free:
t.800.367.6770
(fi1 In New York State call
ll ll 1-800-462-6060; in Canada, call
llJl collect Z2-588-8400.
TTIE H.W. WILSON COMPANY
950 University Ave
Bronx ,  NY

The same access points as the
fami l iar  Wi lson pi inted
indexes. 
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Public Libraries:
Bridges to the 21st Century

The Public Library Association
Third National Conterence
Lawrence Convention Center
Pittsburgh, Pennsytuania
April2T-3o,1988 .d

Preconferences
New Product Showcases

TalkTables
Networking

Exhibits

Co-sponsored by the American Library Trustee Association

,i; Balbara Tuohman, Histodan - 0perung General Session :l Keith Doms - Power BreaKast

X Mr. Rogers in our neighb.rho'd - Contsence Luncheon *: Robsrl Theobald, Fulurist - C6snq 5.ssbn

Conlerence programs to help you learn and decide - PleconletencesrPosl conlelences to locus 0n -

Publc ltbrary @llectlon developmenl
- 

Vrdeo po|cres and practl@s for pubhc libraries

it Tne Prbl'" L'btary Devetopmqt Program

Prcgram and regishalion Packels
available SePtember 1, 1987 hom:
The Public Library Ass@Etron

50 E Huron Street

Chi@go, 1160611

3121944-6740



An intcrJace canproaidc youwitb
tbe tccbnolagJt to ltghtenpur worh-
load,letvngyoufree to do the things
you do best. When you connect your ILS
or other automated library system to
EBSCO Subscription Services, your claims
and ordering can be faster than ever. And
you'll be using your system to its frrll
potential.

We're working with maior ILS vendors
to develop interfaces between our system
and their systems, and we're ready to help

create an interface for your system too.
In addition, EBSCO provides a combi-

nation ofmagnedc ape entry ofyour
orders and online claiming to a growing
number of publishers. This helps prcvent
service gaps, duplicate issues and wrong
expiration dates.

Call EBSCO Subscription Services today
and see whet our connections can do
foryou. r
,o*,'ff;om;1,#ilXf ,;lf#nf

20599t.u82 SUBSCRIpIU.TSERVKES

Onltne
With tbe Future.
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lndex

Volume 31 ,1987

Compiled by Edword Swonson

Gennal Procedures Used in Compiling the Index

The following types of entries are included:
a. authors-of articles, reviews, and letters
b. titles-of articles and of articles about which letters were pub-

lished
c. subjects-of articles and of books reviewed
Subjecl entries for individuals are identifie dby ' ' (about)' ' ; letters are

identifred by "(r)".
Reviews are indexed by name of reviewer and by subject of the work

reviewed, identified by "(r)".They are also listed by title under the
heading "Books reviewed. "

Entries are arranged word by word following the "file-as-spelled"
principle. Numbers are arranged before alphabetical characters; acro-
nyms without internal punctuation are arranged as words.

Paging oJ Volume 3l:

Pages 1-104 : Number I flanuary/March)
Pages 105-200 = Number 2 (April{une)
Pages 201-264 : Number 3 fluly/September)
Pages 265-400 : Number 4 (October/December)

A 
"ft#i,??.'5#:/;,?i,?"%',"".".-Academic libraries: 123-3+ alog (Crawford): 261-62

Acquisition of library materials: 260-61 Cataloging rules for the description.of- 
(r) loo..le.f publications, with sp-e-cial

BiLfiography: 287-305 emphasis on legal materials (Hal-

"Automating the circulation services of a
small library" 249-55

B

Basioli, Maja: 257 -59 (r)
Berman, Sanford: 96 (r.)
Bibliographical records

Conversion to machine-readable
form-Quality control: 1 48-58

Bloss, Marjorie E.: 24-34
Bolter, Jay David: 12-23
Books reviewed

Advances in serials management (Tut-

(Shaw, ed): 389
Library networks, 1986-87 (Martin):

262
Organizing nonprint materials, 2d ed'

(Dailv): 387
Peisonal'computers for libraries (Falk) :

391 -92
A practical guide to Dialog for library

iechnical services: 262-63
Reviews and reviewing (Walford, ed'):

3BB-89
School library and media center acqui-

sitions (Kemp): 260-61



Small library cataloging (Hoffman):
260

State T,ibrary of Victoria selection pol_
icy: 387

Subject access to visual resources collec-
tions (Markey): 389-91

Pryuttt, Bonita: g5'-g| 
G): lll-22

Buxton_, David T .: 262. (r)
Bunnell, William l.: laioLt) t10
Business materials: 207 -15

c
Cannan, Judith P.: I  10, 206
Cataloging: 260 (r)
"The cataloging half of catalogins and

classification, 1996" 3214I
Circulation of library materials

Automation: 249-55
Classification

Bibliography: 334-5+
Collection analysis: 207 -lj
Collection development

Administration: 1 I l-22, 123-34
Bibliography: 287-305

"Collection development organizational
patterns in ARL librariei,, 123_34

Collection management
Bibliography: 2el -SOS

"Collection management, 1986,'
287-305

COM catalogs, see Microform catalogs
Computers

see also Microcomputers
Librarv use: 12-23 

-

D

Databases, saa Online databases

E

Electronic publishing: 1 2-23

F

"Fifteen years of automation',: 69-76
"Further thoughts on .Selection for pres-

9y_a!i9n' " (Child, Oct./Dec. f9B6)
193 (c)

Futas, Elizabeth: 207 -13

Index /397

G

Gaudet, Jean Ann: 249-55
Graphic materials: 389-91 (r)

H

Hanscom, Martha: 388 fr)
Heinzkill, Richard: 95 (l)'
Herz, Alexandra: 239-4i
Iligk.y, DoralynJ.: (about) 192
Hil l ,  Janet Swan: 32i-32 

'

Hinton, Frances: 192
Holdings statements: 24-34
Holley, Robert P.: 177-91
Horny, Karen L.

Fifteen years of automation: 69-76
New turns for a new century: 6- 1 I

Hudson, Judith: 275-8G

I

"Implementing a book repair and treat-
ment program" 159-76

"In memoriam, DoralynJ. Hickey" 192
" Instructions to authois ""97
Intner, Sheila S.

On falling from the tree: 205
Welcoming an automation editor to

LRTS' Editorial Board: 269-70
"Meet Karen Muller: RTSD's New

Executive Director" 2Z l-72
"An.investigation of public library partic-

ipation in bibliographic networks,,
35-59

J
Johnson, Peggy:77-87
Juneja, Derry C.: l48-58

L

"A letter to our readers from the RTSD
President" 206

Legal materials
Sea Looseleaf publications

Libraries
Massachusetts-Boston : 239 - +7

Library of Congress. Office for Descrip-
_ ._ tive Cataloging Policy:227-30

!ib.T".y networki: 5S-SS,'ZAZ p)
"Library preservation in l9B6i,'365-85
Linkins, Germaine C.:259-60 (r)
Looseleaf publications

Cataloging: 257-59 (r)

M

Markey, Karen: 27+;33+-54 (c)
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Matthews, Fred W.: BB-94
Matthews, Joseph R.: 269-7 0 (about)
"Meet Karen Muller: RTSD's new Exec-

utive Director" 27 1-72
Microcomputers

Library use: 391-92 (r)
Microform catalogs: 77-87
Miksa, Francis: 33+-54
Milevski, RobertJ.: 159-76
Miller, Ruth H.: 60-68
Montori ,  CarlaJ. :  365-85
Muller, Karen: 247 (about);271-72 (about)

N

Nainis, Linda: 159-76
"The new! the improved! standard for se-

rials holdings statements": 24-34
" New turns for a new century": 6- 1 1
Newspapers

Ca[aloging and classification: 17 7 -9 1
Niemeier, Martha W.: 60-68
Nonbook materials

Cataloging:387 (r)
C ataloging-Bibliography : 356-63

Northwestern University. Library: 69-76

o

"The Office for Descriptive Cataloging
Policy at the Library of Congress":
227-30

Olson, Nancy 8., 356-63
"On falline from the tree" 205
O'Neil l ,  R-osanna M.:261-62 (r)
Online catalogs: 231-38' 261-62 (r)
Online databases: 262-63 (r)
"The organizational structure of collec-

tion development" l l 7 -22

P

"Planning a COM catalog for the St. Paul
Cam[us Libraries"'-77-87

Preservatibn of library materials: 159-76
Bibliography: 365-85

Public libraries: 35-59

a
"Quality control in data conversion"

148-58

R

"The rise ofEurojournals" 215-24
Rosseel, Kevin: 215-24

s
Samuels, Helen W.: 193 (r)
Sanders, Thomas R.: 231-38
School libraries

Acquisitions: 260-61 o
Automation: 2+9-55

Schwartz, CandY: 262-63 (/)
Science materials

Europe: 215-24
" 'scientific illustration' in some Boston

area libraries" 239-47 ,27a Q)
"selection for preservation" (Atkinson;

Oct./Dec. 1986) 193 (c)
Serial publications: 259-60 (r)

Administration : 135-47
Bibliography: 306-20
Europe: 215-2+
Holdings statements: 24-34

"The se i ia ls  manager 's  ob l iga t ion"
r35-+7

Sohn. Teanne: 123-34
Sokol,"Christina 260 (r)
"sorting a mountain of books" BB-94
Stankus, Tony

The rise of Eurojournals: 215-24
The year 's  work  in  ser ia ls ,  1986:

306-20
"subject access literature, 1986" 33+-5+
Subiect analvsis

Bibliography: 334-5+
Case studies: 239-47

"A survey of the l i terature on subject
analyiis for 1984-1985" (Dale and
Wilsbn, July/SePt. 1986) 96 (e)

Svenonius, Elaine: 389-91 (r)
Swanson, Edward

Index: 397-400
The year's work in nonbook processing,

1986: 356-63

T

Tate. El izabeth L.: 5. 109
In memoriam, DoralynJ. HickeY: 192

Technical services
Future trends: 6-11
Organization and administrat ion:

69-76
Research-Bibliography : 27 5 -86

"Text and technology" 12-23
, "Tribute to William A. Bunnell" 110
Tucker, Ben R.: 227-30
Turock, BettyJ.:35-59
Turock, David L.: 35-59
Tuttle, Marcia: 135-47
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Uniform headings: 231-38
"Uniform title as author" 231-ZB
University of Minnesota. St. Paul Cam-

pus Library: 77-87
University of Utah. Marriott  Library:

t77-91
"The Utah Newspaper Project" 177-91

v
Van Orden, Phyllis: 260-61 (r)
"Vendor performance" : 60-68
Vendors

Performance studies: 60-68
Vidor, David L.:207-13
Visual materials

Cataloging and classification: 389-91
(r)
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Walker, Geraldine: 27 5-86
Weihs, Jean:387 (r)
"Welcoming an automation editor to

LRTS' Editorial Board" 269-7 0
Woody, Janet : 39 l-92(r)
Wortman, William A.: 287-305

Y

"The year's work in nonbook processing,
1986" 356-63

"The year 's  work in  ser ia ls ,  1986"
306-20

"The year's work in technical services re-
search, 1986" 275-86



Now available by subscriPtion!

LlTAnewsletter
. Contemporary columns on technolory in libraries, including

authority control, expert systems, technical standards, online

catalogs, the MARC formats and more....

. Focussed, timely coverge of conference programs and discus-

sions within LIfA, the only professional association devoted

exclusively to the use of technolory in libraries....

. current reports on the plans and activities of the association....

. All in an informed, informal mixture of news, reports and

opinions.

Now available to non'members by subscription'

Library and Information Technology Association
a division of the American Library Association

Order from: Subscriptions Department OR PHONE:
AmericanLibraryAssociation 3L2-944'6780
50 East Huron Street
Chicago, lL 606ll-2729

Please enter a one-year subscription to the LITA Newsletter for me and

send the next four issues for $15.00.

MAILTO:

BILL TO:

Name

- Payment is enclosed - Please bill me.

Allow 8 weeks for firet issrE Add $10 outside the U.S
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-Jul ie Repenning,
Reference and Bibliographic Instruction Librarian,
St. Mary's College of Maryland

f n the fast-changing book world, your
lBooks in Print resourceshaue to be up to
date. And with the newBoofrs in Print 1987-
88, virtually every book currently published
or actively distributed in the U.S. will be at
your fingertips.

Books in Prinl is an indispensable re-
source you and your patrons can rely on
daily for information listings for more than
750,000 in-print titles from some 802,500
authors. This latest edition alone reflects -

. more than 100,000 fresh entries

. over 88,000 deletions

. 345,000 revised entries-roughly
460/o of all listings

. 6,600 new publishers

"Even a small public library like ours
has to have Boohs in Print...It's the onlv
reference of its kind that we own. you cant
get a better one."-Bobbee Hirsch, Head
Librarian, Waterbury (Vermont) Public Li-
brary.

Year after year, the newBoots in print
is the first choice of tens of thousands of
book professionals seeking the definitive
book reference, acquisitions, and special or-
dering tool. Keep up with the book
world. . . order Books in Print 1987-88 todayl

Oct. 7987 I 7 vols. I c.72,000pp. / 0 -8352-237 0 -l
Standing Order Picez $2j7.4i
Regular List Price: $249.9s

TO ORDER INTHE U.S.
CALL TOLL FREE l-800-52r.8r l0
IN Nl AK or HI call collect t-2l?-337-6934.
In Canada Call TOLL-FREE 1-800-537-8416.
Orwrite to: R.R. Bowker, Order Dent..
P.O. Box 762,  NewYork.  NY l00l l .  

'

R.R. BOWIGR
THE INFORMATION REFERENCE

COMPANY
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